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PREFACE
With the gro ing environmen al pressures in Scotland resulting fro the ra id
development of its tourist assets together with that of oil and rela ed industries,
the demand for reliable biological information is escalating. It is, therefore,
essential that a unified system for biological data accumulation, storage and
retrieval facilities, is a op ed.
By comparison with the rest of the UK, there are many gaps in our knowledge of
t e biological wealth of Scotland due to there being fewer active fiel na uralists
here and to the remoteness of some of the Scottish countryside.
This conference was s imulated by similar successful conferences held at Cardiff

in 1971 and at Leices er in 1973. Like them, it owed its origin to the realisation
by a few individuals concerned about biological recording, with encouragement

from the Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood, that it would be a valuable
o portunity for an exchange of informa ion abou the many different inds of
recording schemes now in operation. It would also act as a medium through which

it is hoped that there will be a spread of interest in the recordi g of biological
information throughout Scotland.
Since i is the amateur naturalist group that forms th majority of the important
work force behind field-recording, the conference was given wide ranging
publicity to attract as many amateurs as possible through the press, he radio, the
elevision an circulars to all natural history societies and conservation bodies,
as well as to universities, colleges, scientific research institutions and museums
in Scotland.
The choice of speakers from a wide range of organisations concerned with
recording reflects the conference objective to present the com lete picture of

biological recording:
An introduc ion dealing with he significance of biological records is given by
Andrew Currie (NCC); a review of the different ty es of recording sche es is
given by Alastair Sommerville (SWT); accounts of the organisations of three
types of record centres are given a) on a national basis for the UK by

Frank Perring (BRC), b) on a regional basis for Wales by Jim Bateman
(Welsh National Museum) and c) on a local basis for Dundee and Angus by
Adam Ritchie (Dundee Museum); brief accounts of recording schemes in

progress are given a) for mammals by Cordon Corbet (Bri ish Museum (Nat Hist))

b) for plants by George Ballan yne (BSBI)# c) for insec s by John Heath (BRC),
d) for marine molluscs by Shelagh Smith (RSM), e) for waders by Tony Prater (BTO)
and f) for geology by Matthew Armstrong (IGS); David Daymond (Clackmannan
CC Planning Department), Elizabeth Farquharson (Edinburgh Natural History
Society) and Fran Hamilton (RSPB Scottish Office) present the consumer's point
of view at a discussion forum; a final summary of the situation in Scotland with
recommendations for future action is given by Frank Perring.
General discussions took place after the resentation of each paper and a summary
of these ap ear in this report.
Resolutions ut forward by the Nature Conservancy Council, and agreed by the
delegates, recommended that a working party shoul be set up to encourage

biological recor ing and to investigate the feasibility of setting up local record
centres.

The conference was attended by over 100 delegates.

Adam Ritchie

INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGICAL RECORDING
Andrew Currie - Nature Conservancy Counci I
Biological recording is a very new science. Indeed, the science of ecology, by which
I mean the study of plants and animals in relation to their habitat, is comparatively recent
in origin, though there were undoubtedly what we would now call 'ecologists' working

before the concep ion of that name. The British Ecological Society was founded as
recently as 1913, It was preceded by the British Vegetation Committee, founded in
1904. But in very broad terms, the period around the end of last century and the

beginning of the present one was the period during which naturalists began to look
seriously at the habitat. Prior to this, it is probably fair to say that most of the work
carried out and written up was within the following broad categories:First: taxonomic work, that is to say, concerned with the classification of species.
Second: anatomical and to a lesser extent physiological studies, that is to say,
descriptions of the various animal and plant organs and their functions.

Third: descriptions and philosophical dissertations, particularly in relation to
exploration of new territories of the world and speculation as to the origins of species
and the reasons for their geographical distribution, and

Fourth: listing of the species in relation to regions, counties and small geographical
areas such as islands, river valleys or mountains.
From this background ecology emerged, and has continued to develop until today,
when it is considered to be almost a dirty word by one section of our materialistic

society. But it is the development of the fourth category which I shall discuss here.
From the simple listing of the species from defined areas naturalists have proceeded to
the preparation of various forms of maps of the distribution of species, andultimately
to the consideration of this distribution in relation to habitats rather than geographical
locations. What we are moving on to nowadays is yet another progression involving
the use of information on distribution and population densities as a means of monitoring
the excessive changes which modern technology can bring about in our landscape.
There are lessons to be learned by examining earlier methods of presenting scientific
data, and having summarised the evolution of biological recording as we now know
it, it is opportune to look back at some of the records of the past in order to learn

from them. We start with William Harvey, the famous physiologist who discovered
the circulation of the blood, and who in 1651 gave this account of the Bass Rock ...

'The surface of this island in the months of May and June is almost completely
covered with nests, eggs and young birds, so that you can scare find free footing

_ 4 anywhere; and then such is the ensi of the flight of the old birds above, that like
a cloud they darken the sun arid the sky... If you furh your eyes below, and from
your lofty stance and precipice regard the sea, there you will perceive on all sides

around an infinite variety of different kinds of sea-fowl swimming about in pursuit Of
their prey: the face of the ocean is very like that of a pool in the spring season,
when it appears swarming with frogs; or to those sunny hills and cliffy moun ains
looked at from below, that are covered with numerous flocks of sheep and goats.
If you sail round the island and look u , you see on every ledge and shelf, and
recess, innumerable flocks of birds of almost every size and order; more numerous than

the stars that appear in the unclouded moonless sky; and if you regard the flights that
incessantly come and go you may imagine that it is a rriightyswarm of bees you have
before you.1 What a descriptive outburst, but try to imagine the result of presenting
that as evidence to a public inquiry into the proposals of any of the steely-eyed,
grasping develo ers of what are nowadays rather euphemistically known as
'greenfield sites'. The evidence would be laughed out of court.
Another old paper may be quoted as an example of early ornithological recording.

I refer to a pa er entitled 'Ornithology of the Firth of Cromarty', by W Vincent Legge,
published in the Zoologist in April, 1867. This paper is characteristic of many of
that period, full of interest, but also full of generalities. For example. Great Black-

backed Gulls are 'plentiful in the Firth', whereas Lesser Black-backed Gulls are
'not so lentiful'. Herring Gulls are 'very plentiful' whereas Common Gulls are
'very common in the Firth'. To crown this, the Black-headed Gull is described as
'more numerous than any other species (of gull)'. Where does this take us in terms of
an assessment of numbers? Regarding Brent Geese, Legge is more specific - but still
lacking in clarity. 'These birds' he says 'are in the proportion of a hundred to one of
any other wild fowl in the Firth. Their numbers are extraordinary - no matter in what
part of the Firth your boat might be, you were sure to come upon Brent Geese...'
Colourful description is not adequate in the modern context to convince our planners
to vary their policies.
I have referred to birds so far, but some reference must be made to older botanical
work. Perhaps because plants are static in comparison to birds or mammals, attempts
were made to ma plant distribution quite early during last century. The work was

pioneered by H C Watson, culminating in the publication of his 'Topographical
Botany' in 1873. This work established the 112 vice-counties, which were to be
used as a basic unit in mapping for a century and are still used.

Now we must utn fro he past to t e immediate pr sent* Whereas past recording of
species distribution may be said to have been academic in purpose, biological
recording as we now know it has essentiall ractical as well as academic aims.
Man has the technical power to make massive changes to the landscape an to the
seas, changes which were undreamt of until recently. Literally, Man can move
mountains. He can also pollute on a massive scale and in a variety of ways; and all
of this is a part of what we regard as progress. It is not my purpose here to argue
the pro's and cons of the technical revolution. Let us accept that at least in art,
the changes are necessary, and that they are, on the whole for the benefit of the
people, their well-being and their financial security. B t what as naturalists we
have to ask is whether it is always necessary to destroy what is good and beautiful
in order to facilitate rogress; and also at whar oint ust we, from an environmental
point of view, decide that enough is enough. There has to be proper control of
technical development; in some cases development has to be opposed on environmental
grounds; and I suggest that sooner than we all think, society may have to call a halt
to the ollution and destruction of the earth's limited natural resources. Careful
monitoring is essential in order that we may have the information necessary to allow
us to make enlightened decisions, and this is in my view, one of the ultimate
functions of biological recording. The purely academic aims are important, but they
must giv way to those which are geared to provide us with the raw data for the major
environmental decision-making which is so imminent in Scotland.
Let us now discuss in some detail the value of biological recording to naturalists in
general, and to the Nature Conservancy in par icular; for in ractical terms, it is they
who will most often b able to use the da a in a cons ructive way, because of their
statutory position. In so doing, however, let us not forget that the independent

bodies such as the Scottish Wildlife Trust, the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds and others will also be using the information, either inde endently, or else in

the backing up of the official body.
Habitat ass ssmen is one of the primary tasks of the Nature Conservancy, and inde d

the Scottish Wildlife Trust. This is particularly so in Scotland, and perhaps even
more so in the wilder expanses of the nor h of Scotland, where the sheer mass of
natural and semi-natural habitat are available, makes the task of ascribing any
sort of conservation rating much more difficult than it would be in more built-up
areas where sites of any natural interest tend to stand out much more prominently.
Site assessment is a ime-consuming exercise, involving literature search, site visits.
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It is a ask which with ex erience ma be carried out quickly, but rather superficially;
alternativ ly it may be done very thoroughly, but comparatively slowly. The urpose
may be to provide ah immediate response to some particular planning roposals, or
more usually, the study may be par of a wider assessment in order to provide a
regional conservation evaluation.
Whatever the purpose, biological records are indispensible. An example of this was

the work which has recently been carried out in the Moray Firth, where wide
exploration too

lace, sites were sel cte and ultimately a 'Prospectus or Nature

Conservation within the Moray Firth' was roduced and published as a lanning
document. In this, proposals for National Nature Reserves, Local Nature
Reserves, Scottish Wildlife Trust Reserves and so on were made, and we are now
working on the fulfilment of these proposals by the establishment of the reserves.

In an excercise like this carried out in a part of Scotland which is being developed
rapidly - some would say much too rapidly - and with only one Nature Conservancy

officer actually involved in the detailed field work, it would have been quite
impossible to proceed without the help of voluntary bodies and the recording schemes
which were already operating and the biological records already available.
The first problem was to obtain bird numbers. Fortunately, Wildfowl Counts had
been carried out under the auspices of he Wild Fowl Trust, and these records were

immediately and freely available to us. The Birds of Estuaries Inquiry, jointly
sponsored by the British Trust for Ornithology, the Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds and the Wildfowl Trust, commenced in 1969, and we were able to use the
facilities of this scheme in order to obtain further data. Since 1965, very nearly
forty local naturalists have co-operated with the Nature Conservancy and the
organisers of these two schemes to provide a bank of bird data on the Moray Firth
which was not available ten years ago. This data has formed the basis for National
Nature Reserve pro osals in such important areas as Nigg and Udale Bays, Loch
Eye, the Dornoch Firth and elsewhere. From the botanical point of view, the Atlas
of the British Flora and the Critical Su lement hav been constant companions to

the study. Of particular value have been the maps which showed the dis ribution
of rare s ecies or of those which reach the limits of their distribution a ound the

Moray Firth.
A newer scheme which I believe will be of immense value to conservationists will be

the British Trust for Ornithology's Habitat Register. I have already obtained and
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it is almost impossible for professional cologists to find the time requir d to carry out
detailed surve work on all of the ot ntial sites, volunteer naturalists can augment
the wotk of th professionals by engaging in these studies on a s ar tim basis.
One of themost important aspects of national schemes such as this one is that the
information can be stored centrally, and assessments of any articular site can be
made within the national context. The work of the Nature Conservancy in the Nature
Conservation Revie , can be extended to cover a much wider range of sites at all
lev ls of conservation interest from the national and the international down to those
which have only local interest. Thus rojects such as the Habitat Register can be used
to enable us to place sites accurately in their proper conservation context with
reference to the whole country.
We may now consider nature reserves which we have in a variety of forms. Nature
Reserves are key areas in th-3 planned conservation of our Scottish flora and fauna.
National Nature Reserves will normally have a warden, who is a full-time
professional, and his work will be augmented by commissioned research. Both time
and funds are limited, and the work of the professionals will always remain incomplete.
Those dedicated amateurs working through the various recording schemes have a r al
contribution to make on the reserves and their work will be indispensible. A nature
reserve has to be monitored in order both to obtain information on the changes which
may take place on that reserve, and to provide comparisons with the area surrounding
the reserve, and with similar areas elsewhere. The changes over a period of time
which have to be measured involve schemes which operate over erhaps ten or
twenty years. The task becomes almost impossibl for wardens or regional staff of
the Nature Conservancy to tackle on their own, and the same stricture ap lies to the
managers of other types of reserves. Not only that, but the par icular professional
skills of each warden or representative will have to be augmented by visiting
experts, whether they be specialists in bats or other mammals, entomologists,
bryologists, conchologists or those of any other discipline, each o erating within
the appro riate ma ping or habitat recording scheme. It is clear however that the
roper use of the variety of cards made available by the Biological Records Centr
is essential on all nature reserves.

Another type of scheme which is in its infancy, but which ought eally to be in
operation on every type of reserve, is Event Recording. Where there is a warden
or re resentative, this is one of his tasks; where there is not, the task falls to
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fHe managomenf committee. Ari example of he usefuln ss of this type of recording
was when it became necessary recen ly o obtain some informa ion regarding fires
on hatuVe reserves. By checking hrough Event Record Cards, i was possible
quic ly to obtain a gteat deal of data, and o draw upon the ex rience of others
nationwide. Similarly, experience on matters such as the establishment of trees
or scrub, or the effects of visitor ressur may be shared, rovided that the
appropriate information is stored cen rally and is easily acquired.
Obviously, it is not possible to discuss every scheme which has been used: however
there is one other which is proving of great value. I refer to the work of the
Seabird Group. The Nature Conse vancy are in the process of preparation of a
'Pros ectus for Conservation in the County of Caithness'. This county has a long
coastline with a number of impor ant seabird colonies. The records of
'O eration Seafarer' hav

rovided very detailed counts of these birds, and

nabled us to assess three sections of coastal cliff as being of national
importance. The results of the opera ion have been published, and tfe volume
will be a valuable guide to naturalists for many y ars to come.
I now wish to discuss questions of nature conservation in relation to development
roposals. I have stressed earlier that biological recording is no longer a purely
academic exercise. Urban and industrial development proposals arrive so suddenly

that little time tends to be available for field studies before decisions must be
made. Readily available information assumes a value out of all pro ortion to the

time previously taken in collecting it. The discov ry of North Sea oil greatly
accelerated the process, providing the whole of Scotland with a rash of planning
ap lications for oil-related industry. Unfortunately, when the cry of 'Jobs' goes
up, soci y becomes polarised. A for or against situation exis s, communi ies
are divided. Fi ve hundred jobs and a one hundred million pound investment once
promised, achieve banner headlines, and against this, protestations abou birds or
plants are taken to be ridiculous. I have already referred to the materialistic
societ in which we live. I do not suggest that busin ssmen and lanners are
dishonest, bu it would be naive to retend any other than that olitical and
financial interests, m loying the bes available public relations and technical
advice, line u against any who see to st m the tide, or even o ameliorate
effects of developm nt proposals. In seeking to frustrate any of the lans of
developers, we must recognise that we are up against highly professional and
well organised forces. It is no use o posing these with the sort of general and
descriptive statements which I quoted earlier from old papers. On the contrary
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oppose. This is why, particularly in the presentation of the scientific case we must
use the most professional methods. Biological recording, if pro erly organised can
be one such method.
Dunnet Bay was the subject of a roposal for the construction of oil-rigs, which
w nt to a lengthy Public Inquiry. Botanical Records were invaluable in assessing
the significance of Primula scotica, the most significant of a number of species on
the fringes of their distribution. Also in this area a number of rare mosses occur
and it was expedient to refer to relevant surveys. Not all such research results in

objection. This point is emphasised in relation to the Drumbuie Inquiry, and the
Lochcarron area. Here, the Nature Conservancy carried out a special rapid
survey for the Scottish Development Department, which involved field survey and
literature search. Detailed examination of existing biological records failed to
identify any species which was rare or threatened. We do not as a matter of course
obj ct to develo ment unl ss the grounds for such objection are secure.
Nigg Bay is quite another case. I have already described the process of survey and

research which le to the proposal that Nigg Bay ought to become a National
Nature Reserve. That decision was based upon an assessment of available biological
records. When subsequently there was a pro osal to build an oil refinery with
associated ail storage and marine terminal, conservation bodies found themselves
involved in a Public Inquiry. In this type of situation, the data collect d can come
under the most critical examination by lawyers and business-men and planners.

As happened in the Dunnet Bay Inquiry, so in the Nigg Bay Inquiry - a professional
biologist was retained by the Company. This implies that the data may also be
examined in these cases by qualifi d professional biologists and I cannot em hasise
strongly enough that the facts which are recorded within the many recording
schemes may be laced under close scrutiny in a Public Inquiry, and that we must
always work with this in mind.
In this context, bird counts obtained un er the auspices of the Wildfowl Trust
and the Bir s of Estuaries Inquiry were used to establish the local, national and
international importance of particular species within the Cromarty Firth. This
data has been severely questioned by a County Councillor and this cri icism has

been pressed home at the Public Inquiry. Botanical Soci ty of the British Isles
Ma s of the distribution of Zostera over the British Isles, supplemented by etailed
local studies, provided invaluable information on the significance of the
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even this known fact was challenge . I wish to re-emphasise the new scrutiny to
which the records are being subjected. Ambitious gentlemen with financial and
economic interests at sta e are not illi gly going to turn aside in the interests
of birds or Zostera. Where it can be done thes gentlemen will go to grea lengths
to discredit the data resente by conservation bodies. We must never again be
so naive as to assume that our information will always be welcomed an accepted.

Often it is not he truth which is being sought - but the right to develop an
despoil without le or hindrance.
In the light of this, we must har en our at itudes, an apply to our studies the

high degree of professional expertise without which we shall repeatedly be left
standing naked in the council chamber.
There is yet another very important use for biological recording, in view of the
calamatous changes which are ta ing lace in our environment, and in par icular
those in previously unspoiled ar as such as Lochcarron, Stornoway, Shetland and
Cromarty Firth, ceaseless vigilance is essential if we are to prevent the worst
excesses of pollution. We must monitor our environment. Now the monitoring
of gaseous and liquid emissions from works, and sewerage from the expanding
communities are all the subjects of statutory controls which ensure that certain
levels are not exceeded. But most ecologists agree that these controls are not
nough to pro ect the environment from progressive pollution. We must go a great
eal further, and here biological recor ing can play a part. Species and habitats can
be measured carefully and base-lines established. Having stablished a base-line,
this can be use as a means of assessing change on a continuing basis. This is
particularly important in sensitive habitats. It is also well-known that certain
species are more sensitive than others. Lichens, for example, are particularly
sensitive to air- ollution, and can be used as an indicator of change. The schemes
which we design can be an early warning system. If the air we breathe or the
water we drink will no longer support certain s ecies or groups then we would do

well to ask what effect it will have on Man himself. Perha s this is the most
significant and important field in which those involved in biological recor ing
can engage th mselves.
In looking to the future, I feel that I must make some mild criticism of the
existing situation. There are so many organisations now involved in gathering
information for their various schemes that there is a considerable possibility of
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overlap, For example, both he Wildfowl Trust and Birds of the Estuaries Inquiry
count duck and geese. This is not necessarily productive, and can indeed be
counter-productive specially when the figures from the two schemes do not
quite coincide. I do not suggest that these different figures mean anything in
biological terms but they provide ammunition for our critics.

One of the problems of the multiplicity of schemes is the strain which it puts on
wor ers. As with all practical projects, the burden of work falls upon he broad
shoulders of the few, willing helpers. More especially think of nature reserve
wardens, or regional staff and the representatives of the voluntary organisations.
Requests for data for ma ing schemes in relation to birds, lants, lichens,
bumble-bees, snails and fish to name but a few: and on top of that. Habitat
Registers, Nest Record Schemes, Symphytum Surveys, Great Crested Grebe and
Rook Inquiries, an I could go on, I choose these quite at random. All seem
necessary - and yet were a professional conservationist to respond to half of them,
he would be inundated with aper work, to the detriment of other tasks. Can
there not be rather more planned control, an particularly careful timing, of the
schemes? Views have been expressed that it is not so much the species, but the
organisations which reap the benefits or even individuals. This may seem a cynical
view, but reserve wardens are perhaps the most exposed to the pressures upon their
time. There is no oubt that certain well-meaning people 'get their kicks' to use
a modern idiom, from their intense involvement in the sch mes. War ens and
regional conservation staff have jobs to do - and many of these recording rojects
impinge u on their spare time. Voluntary workers willingly spend their evenings
and weekends engaged in these activities. This is the time when the professional
may prefer and deserve to put their fee up, rather than become involved in yet

further field work. I speak from experience and may point out that all of the
work on bird counts in the oray Firth was carried out so far as I was concerned,
in my spare time. It seems inevitable that these schemes de end as much u on
the prof ssional as upon the voluntary su ort, and this ought to be taken v ry
much into account in the design of the schemes.
Another matter of concern to many, including those within the voluntary and
statutory bodies, is the question of rare species . Not everyone agrees on the
wisdom of passing on such information. Who benefits? The s ecies or the
organisation? Local naturalists are extremely sensitive about local rarities and ;
question the wisdom of passing on any of the records to those whom I may call
'strangers'. Plant and egg collectors still exist, but they do not wear unifor s.
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We must' all be on t he alerf agains these individuals. How can we check he
credentials of those who claim to have the right to restricted information? After

all, ariyone can |oi natural istory socie ies by simply paying a subscri tion.
Membership of societies does not necessarily im ly a right to obtain rare species
data. Local naturalists may quite rightly refuse to pass on certain information on
rare species or sensitive areas, because they fear that it may get into the wrong
hands.
Some naturalists have been upset when visiting botanists or ornithologists from the
south came north to tramp all over special sites, searching for rarities. A few
years ago, botanists came north armed with ma references for rare species, failed
to contact any local recorders, an also apparently failed to find many of the
species. These sites are well-known to County Recorders, and safe-guar ed, and
it is exas erating to com across visiting plant hunters who hav forgotten their
manners. Inci ents such as th se do not further co-operation within the field of
bo anical recording. Ornithologists suffer the same roblem in relation to bir s such
as eagles and peregrines.
I propose to conclude with some rather tentative proposals for consideration.
In as much as we ho e in Scotland to evolve an even better system of biological
recording than exists elsewhere, there are ell-defined areas within which
improvements may take place.
Much greater use must be made of local people to co-or inate data collection and
storage. It may be tha local schemes are more valuable than national schemes.

Certainly it is my view that data collected locally should be available locally as
well as at the national centres. Only in this way will local naturalists have
ready access to the material. There may also be a case for a Scottish Records
Centre, and in roclaiming myself a 'separatist' in this respect, I am not in any
way suggesting that there is no need for a United Kingdom Cen re. Th matter
is really one of emphasis.
A related oint is that the ilometre square is not necessarily the best unit for
recording distribution. On the national scale it is valuable, but at local level,
its usefulness is quite limite . We must consider the use of different types and
various levels of recor ing. The KM2 is a mos unnatural division, and I
personally cannot become a worked u about boundaries and overlap as some
recorders do. The lines, as we all now well, are hard to define on the ground.

The other point which I made referring to the need for varying levels of
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recording is a particularly valid one when dealing with species on the edges of
their distribution, or of those species which are actively spreading or retreating.

Similarly, species li ely to become affected by ollution undoubtedly are to be
included among those requiring a much more definitive recording method.
While we have so far been able to ma e meaningful use of recor s, it is
nevertheless too soon to have e perienced the real benefits. So far, particularly
from the point of view of those wardens and field staff who have carrie out the
greater part of the recording, it has been all work, and few benefits. But I am
absolutely clear in my own mind that the benefits will come in the future, as
with time and greater e perience, we build up a greater bank of information,
with better techniques developed at the collecting end an at the storage and
distribution end of the spectrum of effort. If we can create a highly professional
system of recording, which may be used with the utmost confidence in defence of
our native Scottish flora and fauna, our landsca e and our wilderness, then I

will be well satisfied.
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ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
Dr Alastair Sommerville ~ Scottish Wildlife Trust
In a review of what recording has achi ved so far, I want to take care when talking
about other peoples projects and schemes. As most of the schemes have a representative
at t e conference please consult them for the detailed facts. I see it my job only to
pull out from the 60 or more schemes current in Scotland, some generalisations which

I hope will help to broaden the concept of biological recording in peoples minds and
allow them to consider the problems of groups other than their own particular interests.
I have s ent some time trying to familiarise myself with the recording schemes in
Scotland and to this end I have contacted all the organisers for their views of the
Scottish contribution to the flow of information. The results of this rather
superficial survey have been collected into the booklet you have been given an I
ho e this will rove some kind of reference work to consult about the schemes you
might consider hel ing with. There are boun to be mistakes and omissions but I

hope that it could be a prototype of a document which could be available to
anyone interested in biological recording. I would be pleased to receive any
amendments to the guide.
The sheer volume of different societies and individuals concerned with recor ing
has meant that it is almost im ossible to consider all of them at once and quite
difficult to gras why each scheme has its own a proach, its own type of organisation
of the recorders and its own ways of encouraging people to go out 'fact finding'.
I think that if all the metho s and results are looked at side by side one can see an
evolution of ideas which is partly historical, artly inherent in the grou s of
animals an plants being studied an partly to o with the individuals motivation

for helping. With so many dedicated field workers present here I hope a lot of this
information will 'rub off during the conference, informally as well as in the formal
business.

Perhaps I could go back to si ler days when biological recording was a gentleman's
pursuit, especially that of the country vicars. Many of the oldest original records by
that type of naturalist concentrated on the unusual unusual species or large numbers,
early or late arrivals or e artures

with an imprecise location often using a local

lace name not known to outsiders and untraceable to researchers today.
There was great ifficulty in being precise

the authors liable to anecdotes,

quotations and other 'red herrings'. Obviously not all of them were like that but
old reliable records are quite scarce as problems of identification, nomenclature and
reference specimens, as well as locality, hav all given rise to confusion.

15 The e planation of this state is obvious

he records were collected by individuals

and were indivi ualistic. The collec ion of some notable fact was the essential
feature wi h the commonplace species being overlooked ¦ a state which still
exis s in pa

today. Ho ever, as records began to be recorded not only in their

se arate form bu as a t of a grea er bank of da a, from which extra facts could
be extracted, the ideas of an uniformity of the methods of observing and recording
grew more att active. Tc ay for any one scheme there is a clearly stated basic
quantity an quality of records hich a e required, often much more demanding
on the o serva ions of he fiel naturalist. This 'form filling' attitude has a
number of attractions especially the w y in which the observer has to consider
details a the time of o servation which e could well forget 24 hours later
assuming he had in fac men ally noted r? at t e ime. An e ample of how easily
essential parts of a record are los by negligence can be found in almos any
naturalist's notebook. A visit tothe estuary to count bir s

s raight forward

enough bu an inaccura e loca ion hno nwell of course o he naturalis himself
and his colleagues but no-one else) means that a la er use of the records mig t
be unable to say ho muc of the es uary these recor s would represent or if the
included the important fee ing o roos ing areas. bsence of details of the s ate
of ide, visabili y and even the t pe of binoculars used all ad to the ossible
error in the coun s. Are the figures otal figures of all species or ere one or wo
species sele te out as they are the ' avourites' of the o server? All these short
comings have been recognise cday and a grea deal of though has been put
in o the ins ruc ions to obse vers o ensure a ma imum relia ility and consis enc .
This evolution n methodolog of collecting ecords, the use of records on a greater
scale and the more detai ed analysis of records has come abou b the evolu ion of
the specialis socie ies and t eir increasi g in erest in the distribution and op lation
fluctuations of the articular grou of plants or ani als they are interes d in.
BRC was t e catal st ehind a great eal of he evelopmen of recor ing ideas

and wi h the essential role cf amiliarising he field worker with the lates
me hods

more of

is, of course, from Dr Per ing. Today when the quality

of records is more scientifically controlled with entries to be completed for:
species, map reference, habi a details, and other species associated wi h the
primar one. It is clear that the level of recording is reached b considering
the grou of organisms involved (as regards t e numbers of spe ies and difficult
of iden ification) the potential nu ber of recorders and heir quality and he
resources of the o ganisers. On op of hese asic units he aim behin the

- 16col lecHng of records is paramount and t is as often been brought about by the
necessity to establish the status of the s ecies concerned or the effect of
pollutants or changes in bn use for them. I hope this oint will come out in this
afternoon's iscussions when represen atives of a few of the current recording

schemes will scribe their project and the basic rationale behind their collecting
of data.
The move towar s larger collections of records through the specialist societies has
usefully increased the local naturalists awareness of how representative the
animals and plants he knows welfare of the country as a whole either Scotland or
Britain. All of the British species are now being considered in an even wi er
field either in western Europe or

es ecially in the case of migrating birds

the whole of their range often Euro e but even including other continents.
This must be a developing trend with the general awareness of the susceptibility

of species in different arts of the world (this is reflected already in differ nt
laws, eg in Germany the Stag Beetle is protected), th netting of migrating
species, the importance of overwintering as well as breeding areas for migratory

s ecies (Cromarty Firth), the different geogrphical races involved (Large
Copper), the relative importance of s ecies throughout their range (eg lants and
insects in Britain existing only on the edge of the range whereas others also are
turly in igenous). We will have to consider our records more an more in their
local, regional, national and int rnational context.
The large scale of record collection has given rise to problems of handling —
again Dr Perring will ex and on this -- but it has made fairly elaborate analysis
possible of what were straight forward records. The amount of information which
can be extracted, will obviously de end on the 'units' of information at the time
of recor ing but the introduction of counts of species and re eate o servation
have given an extra dimension to several of the schemes. The Botanical Survey
could be taken as the basic format for recor ing and as an example of the
evolution of methods and needs. Plants of all sorts were in the ast r corded from
counties or vice-counties and compiled into Floras a number of which remain
the main reference to that area even today. However, the Botanical Society of the
British Isles, by concentrating on 10km squares accumulated records for the whole
of Britain and this ev ntually produced a record of the occurrence of each species
of vascular plant over the whole country. It became apparent that several

species were difficult to find, difficult to identify or were basically scarce and
the lants in these categories required more detailed coverage. This has lead
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to the whole At-las being re-done group by grou with special efforts being ma e to
cover the important but hard to get at areas (for example in Scotland y the

Committee for the Study of the cottish Flora). Rare plants are to be map ed in
detail with opulatioh figures and a whole series of new county floras are b ing
roduced on 5 x 5km or even 2 x 2 m square grids.

The basic BRC distribution map of 10 x 10km squares, as in the Atlas of the British
Flora, gives an approximation of the spread of the s ecies concerned, and if
historical records are included, a icture of the r cent increase or ecrease of the
species. The ac ual pattern of distribution can often by linked to a habitat type,
geological strata or a climatic zone, which is essential information for an under¬
standing of the species' ecology and sta us in Britain. The "Rothamsted I sect
survey have taken this one step further by including a quantative elemen into their
maps and have produced density maps which allow on to identify centres of
opulations and the adjoining fringe areas. For many of the lesser-known groups
the maps provide a false distribution patt rn — namely one of the recorders — not
of the s ecies. This will always occur chiefly in the small, o scure animal
grou s and least in the larger non-moving plant groups.
The bir s, despite their great mobility have been covered by a huge army of
observers and some remarkable results have been achieved. The chief a vances
have been in keeping an accurate estimate of whole po ulations either as a total

figur , as in the monthly wildfowl counts (which covers the whole of Europe) or
as a sample as in the Common Bird Census and the Waterways Bird Survey.
The value of this type of survey is that a standard procedure carried out re eate ly
over a period of years given a very valid reflection of the fluctuations of the
o ulations of these species which is available almost i mediately after the counts
have been done — Tony Prater of the British Trust for Ornithology can elaborate

on their workin this field. While on birds it is worth mentioning that the Oiled
Bir s Survey also monitors long term effects of oil and chemical pollutants on
sea birds as well as information on indivi ual 'wrecks' from an in ividual oil slick
— Frank Hamilton of the RSPB will be mentioning this tomorrow.
For the majority of animal and plant groups the observers in the field are too few

to deal with the ty e of coverage achieved y the BTO and the Wildfowl Trust.
For many it must be basically trying to establish where each species in the
group concerned is to be found. Some organisers — for example the woodlouse
ma ping scheme — have chosen to concentrate on very etailed ha itat entries

- *Bwith the species records so as to obtain as much information as possible with the
relatively few recor s which came in ~ Dr Collis is her to explain more about
this roject. Another approach is to try and involve as many peo le as

possible a devic which is only really suitable for asily identifi d sp cies.
Considerable success has been achieved by the Bumble Bee survey/ the Wasp
scheme and the Ladybird scheme by involving 'coll ctors' who have to merely
identify the basic group and send any s ecimens for species identification.
Mr Stubbs can explain how successful this has been for Craneflies.
Many groups will remain obscure and in the han s of a few s ecialists but even
here (for example with pseudoscorpions or fleas) specimens may come the way of
peo le wor ing in other fields, eg with nests (mammals or birds) and valuable material
could be suppli d to th expert just known where to sent it. The manual may
provide some insight into groups of animals and lants which might be unhear of by

most peo le in this room yet they could perha s contribute usefully to the
sciomyzid fly ma ping scheme or the marine dinoflagellate survey.
We must be careful about being devisive the s ecialist is an essential part of
the system but the all-rounder is equally useful. We must not concen rate on species
if we neglect their habitats. Once we get into this realm things become much
more complex. The Nature Conservancy (as described by Andrew Currie) has
lead the way with habitat assessment and devised methods of describin and
ranking areas on their biological, geological and hysiographic im ortance.
The Conservation Review (already mentione ) gives alist of the most important of

habitat sites in Britain. Further down the scale the SSSI's (Sites of Special
Scientific Interest) occur

we have several members of NCC here o fill in the

details of how they are created (Dr Rosalind Smith, Andrew Currie, John Mitchell,
John Young etc). The Scottish Wildlife Trust has attem ted local assessment of
the lesser sites and the ngus Ha itat survey con ucted jointly with Dun ee

Museum will be escribed by Adam Ritchie. The roblems of quantifying discussions
about habitats are great althou h certain habitats can be ealt with, with some

logical precision (eg freshwater habita where there are relatively few larger plants
and animals What is required is a community assessment and community recor
keeping, both difficult. For plants considerable advances have been made and
for animals, work is being done on insects eg plant bugs and weevils, to es ablish
indicator s ecies for habitat types, age of site, stability of site etc. Garth Foster

could fill in on his work with water beetles which has roved very interesting in
the Borders. The BTO have realised the essential relationship between the habitat

19and birds and have started a Habi at Register to record the impertant sites for ir s
throughout Britain. Other schemes have concentrated on woodlands (coniferous
or deciduous meadowland, wetlands or even ponds a rapidly decreasing

habita of considerable local interest and importance (Elspe h Hamil on has
been involved wi h such a survey for several years). Roadside verges are in the
same category, and a grea eal of effort has been put into this problem by BRC,
SWT and others.
So what have we got? Where have we got? A great number of schemes run in
diff rent ways at different speeds and with differe t successes. We know a good
deal about the is ribution of bnts with many maps of th vascular plants. The
animals lag behind but the mammals, reptiles and amphibians, freshwater fish,
and several grou s of insects already have distribution maps and many others
are due out soon. These maps stimulate people to fill in missing squares but, far
more important, the roblems and shortcomings are being ap reciated and more
hel is forthcoming. The extraordinary range of bodies involved from the Nature
Conservancy Council to the local Natural History Society an the iffering,
a proaches they are using must be generally eneficial to stimulate new ideas
on how new groups and new areas can be ackle . Overlying it all must be th
educational effect getting involved with a recording scheme must have. One is
establishing new basic facts hich future generations can rely on while realising
that the conservation of plants and animals epends on establishing each species
status now.

It is interesting to look at the records from Monks Wood (just pu lished in book
form) or examine those at Wytham Woo (Oxford University) which must be the
two most recorded areas of Britain, to realise tha even they have huge gaps in
the state of nowledge of hese areas. The problem for Bri ain as a whole is
enormous an for Scotland, with its 95% countryside — immense.
I must end with a caution. Wi h more and more involvement in he fiel the
organisms we are so carefully studying could suffer from our well meant observations.

Already ird ringing is sensibly regulated as is disturbance of nesting birds and
there are codes for insect collecting and plant collecting. Even geological
sites are not safe as Dr Armstrong will demonstrate and a code for geological
field work has been issued.
There is a lot to be done but a lot has een done and a lot of ideas have created
a sound basis for recording. We need more awareness of what is going on and
how peo le can hel .
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The back of the form carries a map of the re serves hi h shows features reqdily
recognised on the groun , including the boundary, well used tracks, and streams,
ditches or fences, or obvious vegetation boundaries. These are used to ivide
the reserve into compartments. The ma is us d to locate the Event and the
number of he compartment is noted on the form,

Of the three co ies the top co y is sent to the Regional Trust Office, a s cond
copy to BRC and the third (a thicker card) is retained by the warden, who files
them in Event Number order. At BRC each com leted Event Record Card is
processed to roduce:
1 A list of all the Events of the preceding year in compartment order,
and by class of event wi thin each compartment
2 As above, but in class of event or er and by compartment in each
class
In succee ing years these can be added to thus providing a growing index of what
has happened and where it has hap ene on the reserve ref rring the enquirer to
articular Event Record forms in the file where they are stored in Event Number
order. We would like to see this system extended to at least all important
reserves: certainly to those where continuous and active management and research
is underway and coding of Events is being xpanded.

BRC Objectives: a) Sites * 1 2 3
It would be a propria e here to say what our objectives are for site records at the
national level.
1 NNRs and sites of equivalent status
Event Record System, Spbcies record cards
2 Other Grade i or 2 sites in the Nature Conservation Review
j Site Recor ing Scheme cards: Species Record cards
3 Other sites of SSSI s atus and other nature r serv s

Site Recording Scheme cards
This is the information we are making a ositiv effort to collect, inevitably though,
other information such as lists of species from SSSls which are not Grade 1 or 2
sites is receiv d and we have to be organised to eal with i .
To this end we have acquired a suspension filing system. There is a file for every
Grade I and 2 site ~ and a file for each iOkm squar from which we have
received site information.
S eci s records are kept separately on the appro riate species list cards.
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Spec es Records for Grade 1 and 2 sit'es will be computer s ored to rovi e analysis
of the effectiveness of reserves in species conservation — and the Event Recording
s stem ith its new Event Classification will also be stored in the com uter

to

give a national bank of management information. And a sites recording scheme
(Habitat) card for each site would mak a national register of habitats in reserves
possible.

BRC Objectives: b) S ecies
a) To com lete national surveys of distribution of all plants and animals

at IOkm square level
b) To have exact information of all 1st county records (V-c), 2nd V-c
records, first records for 50 years an of extinctions

c) To have exact information for critical material identified by an ex ert
d) To have exact information about all s ecies which, nationally, occur in
15 or fewer 10km squares.

and to have a) - d) organised to be accessible by species or site (with adequate
safeguards for confidential records).
The system would also supply cross reference between the Site Recording and 10km
square systems
e) To re eat surveys at reasonable intervals
List of Nature Reserves - annually
Rare species

every 5 years

Well-known groups

every 25 years

Less well-known groups — ev ry 50-100 years
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THE TECHNICAL SIDE AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL -

BIOLOGICAL RECORDS CENTRE, MONKS WOOD
Dr Franklyn Perrlng Monks Wood Experimental S ation,
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
Species Recording
The primary function of BRC is the collection of distribution data based on the
presence or absence in 10km squares of all plants and animals which occur in the

British Isles. Although we started with terrestrial organisms the work has gradually
extended to marine organisms, first to those of the littoral, but more recently to

their distribution on the Continental shelf. The mat rials which are the basis of
this work are described in Inst uctions for Recorders (1972) Biological Records
Centre.

For each group with which we are concerned standard 8" x 5" species list cards
have been printed carrying a list of several hundred scientific names with code
numbers and space for grid reference, date and Vice-county number. U -to-date
lists of these coupled with an order form are available from BRC.
In ideal circumstances an observer is found for each of the 3650 10km squares who,
after a limited period or search, up to say 5 years, sends in a com lete list, with
an additional s ecies on an Other Species card. Additions are then sent at intervals
of a year (or less frequently) on iden ical cards. Occasionally, but with increasing
fr quency as far as Birds and Flowering Plants are concerned, there are County
recorders who undertake to co-ordinate recording for one or more Vice-counties.

They may be making a survey based on a smaller unit than the 10km square, either

the 5 x 5km or 2 x 2km, but, at the end of their survey all that is sent to BRC is
a master card for each 10km square. The original data are retained by the
organiser who may use them as the basis of a County Flora or Fauna.
In less ideal circumstances, especially in remote counties where there is no County
organiser, cards are received from a number of sources for a square, some based
on a short visit to the whole square, others on an intense study of one locality.
From these we com lete a master card at BRC and try to find someone with a
knowledge of the area to vet the records. Thus our files consist of two sets of
8" x 5" cards — the species list cards and the master cards. The species
list cards are a random collection, which may include lists from particular sites,
but more often consisting of lists, more or less complete, compiled for th square
as a whole. Currently we have just completed reorganisation of the species list
cards so that all plant and animal records for one square are brought together in

-S3one place. The Master Cards for each group are still kept separat because they
are the responsibili y of one member of staff and are in constant use for updating
and revision.

These Master Cards are, at present, deficient in one important respec : they do
not include all the s ecies records only received by us on Individual Record Cards
or One Species Cards. IRC's are used for r cording one species from one locality,
and ma e it possible o give more informa ion about a specimen than is ossible on
species list cards. Ideally their use should be limited to records which need
qualification; new or second County records; species refound at a site after a long
time lapse or nown extinctions; critical s ecies when material has been seen by
an expert. These criteria are already used by BSBI County Recorders, but this
represents only a minimum input. There are many situations vhen a chance
observation, a Brimstone in a garden in March, a Hedgehog dead on the road
when an IRC makes more sense than a species list card. However when an IRC
amplifies a record made by someone who is working a s uare it shoul go on the
field card as well.
Besides IRCs from observers, though, there is an enormous input based on the

abstracting wor of the BRC staff. This is particularly true of the flowering plants
and ferns. Almost all the records of the 400 species marked 'A' in the Atlas of
the British Flora are based on IRCs, so too are nearly all t e pre-1930 records for
the 'B' species of which t ere are about 1000, and all the r cords in the Critical
Sup lement identified by exper s. This ma es a total of some 300,000 cards
based mainly on Museum, Literature or e ert de ermination, always with a lace
name, frequently with a detailed grid reference. They are stored by species, and
have all been punched for Vice-county, but I regret to say that because of
pressure of work t e are no better organised than at the moment. However, we
do have plans to improve this situation and have made a start. Firstly, for the
last seven years, first Miss M N Hamilton and now Miss L Farrell has been co¬
ordinating a re-survey of the present and ast distribution and exact locations and
opulation size of th 300 rarest flowering plants and ferns. From over 800
species localities detailed opulation forms have been received, giving a sketch
map of the site, an estimate of the po ula ions, the threat to its conservation and
a list of associated species. All these records are being transferred to 80=column
IRCs, and , where a population form exists, this will be indicated. These are
primary documents often carrying more information than we were able to code

2 for punching, it is t erefore essential t a as few as possible are lost through
unching errors. These cards will therefo e have only the s cies number and
coun y number unched on hem: the card has been designed so ha he fields for
hese are not wri ten on. Only eight colu ns have o be punched so hat e rors

and rewri ing should be negligible. The cards will only be sor e once, o file
hem by coun wi hin species.
All hese da a ar confidential and are ep in a loc ed drawer in a loc ed room.

Their value has been proved ime and again during the passage of he Wild
Crea ure and Wild Plan s Protection Bill through Parliamen : they will ul imately
be the basis of a Red Data Book for Bri ish Plan s.
For o her IRCs where the roblem of confidentiali y does not a ise the cards will
be taken to our microfilm unit. Here the will be photographed and 3 copies of
the film developed:
1 For Archives (to be stored in the British Museum (Natural History)
2 To be sorted and stored as microfiche by s ecies and within
s ecies by coun y
3 To be sor ed and s ored as microfiche by 10km square
Questions will be answered by sending co ies of the fiche to users. An institutional
user ill need o have a microfiche reader: but these are becoming less ex ensive
and most libraries are now equi ed. For individuals without access to readers it
is possible to re are hard cop from the microfiche.
There are two over-riding reasons for using microfiche:
1 Safety of a a
elsewhere

copies of our unique collectio mus be stored (

2 Economy microfiche is much cheaper to store and send through
he ost than conventional material

When filming f IRCs is comple e we shall film fiel cards (particularly hose
for pr cise localities which are in deman for conservation purposes) and Master
Car s which help volunteers to find out hat is already known.
When the filming is comple e a Records Centre or Centres in Sco land could
have co ies of all our Scottish records ch a ly and compactly, and similar
facilities could be available for individuals res onsible for co-ordina ing
counties or oth r survey areas.

In addition to surveys based on national distribution schemes, the Centre is
involved in a nu ber of s ecial surveys, es ecially in conjunction ith he BSBI.
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Over the lost 5 years we ave helped to conduct studies of Wild Service-tree,

Black Poplar, Cam ion (Silene vulgaris), Comfrey, Holly, Mistletoe, and (with
the Weed Research Organisation) an arable weed survey. Data on all these,
collected on special cards, is stored at B C after the information has been used to
prepare re orts. We expect similar schemes will be devised for other groups, some
have alrea y starte . From the Herpetological Society we have received extremely
recise data on th distribution of the rarest a hibians an re tiles an , in

collaboration with the World Wildlife Youth Service launched a scheme amongst
their youth grou s to collect species and habitat da a on the distribution of 5
small freshwater fish in streams, and through the British / sociation Young
Scientists we are conducting a survey of the galls on oa .
There are two other schemes, both related to flowering plants and f rns, which have
a conservation motive, but are species oriented so should erhaps be included here.
First there is the Record of an Introduc ion or proposed Introduction to a nature
reserve, details of which were given in Policy on Introduction to Nature Reserves

(1970) SPNR Conservation Liaison Commit ee Technical Publication No 2, the
rinciples of which we believe should be extended to all in roductions of s ecies
into the wild when the origin would not otherwise be obvious (trees in he ges and
plantations, sown motorway verges, etc). Very few completed forms have been
receive in the 5 years since the Policy was published: I can only hope this means
that the pamphlet has been so successful that Introductions have stopped. We
intend shortly to issue a list to stimulate a response. We believe than any
intro uction into 'Natural' habit ought to be recorded.
The second scheme is a survey to find out which rare British native species of known
origin in the British Isles are in cultivation in Botanic Gardens. All records received

go into IRCs and a duplicated list is available, indicating whe her seed or live
lants can be obtaine from the gar en hol ing the material. This surv y has
recently been extended to private gardens. This list should hel those wishing
to make r -introductions to sites from which a species has been recently lost,
and reduce the need to collect rare s ecies for experimental study.

Site Recording
Site recording is an aspect of the work of BRC which is likely to develo rapidly
in the next few months: hopefully a member of staff will be appointed whose
responsibility it will be to co-ordinate this activity.
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His first task will be to complete the distribution of a national list of na ure
reserves

indicating their acreage, grid reference, administrative area

and

the status of the reserve. His next tas will be to promote the Biological Sites

Recording Scheme which was proposed by the SPNR and issue as a booklet in 1969.
The Sites Recording Scheme was an at empt to produce a standar system for
recording basic information about sites wff h a biological interest of im ortance for
conservation. It was designed to meet the needs of he County Trusts who wanted
guidance on site recording, and it was hoped to build up at BRC a central register
of the total area of particular habitats in the country as a whole and their
distribution.
Because the system was mainly for County Trusts it was designed so that surveying
could be carried out by volunteers who were not necessarily trained field biologists:

the terms used in the habitat classification should be familiar to the layman.
It was hoped that na uralists in each county would visit all sites of interest, complete
an 'Available Habitats' card and, in addition, compile lists of species for the most
im ortant groups of lants or animals, using the specially designed 'Trust' versions
of our record car s which include two ('Birds' and 'Vertebrates') not used for any
national recording scheme.
A ata flow scheme was devised by which means all com leted cards would go first

either to the County Trust or to BRC. After checking and completion BRC undertook
to make copies for distribution as follows:

1 Nature Conservancy Regional Office

2 BRC
3 The originator (if other than Trust)
4 County Trust Secretariat (only 'Available Habita s' card)
The originals are returned to the Trust
So far BRC has played i s part, but there has been a very slow response from the
Trusts to a system which has been in existence for 6 years. I feel this has been
mainly due to lack of man ower to organise the volunteers in each county: in the
few cases where here has been organisation the system has worked very well and
we have very complete information from Cheshire and Surrey. And two years ago
a simplified system of presentation of the scheme was devise by the Hertfordshire
and Mid lesex Trust which has resulted in a better flow of data.

-27I hope that n the next year or so every county will have the time to organise a grou

whichwill se itself the limite target of com leting an 'Available Habita s' card for
every Trust Reserve and every SSSI in their area so hat BRC can build u the national
register we all want to see. There is often reluctance to volunteer because of the
formidable character of he amphlet. However, this can be overcome by arranging
a one-day field course where the simplici y of the system is demonstrate . These

BRC is willing to run.
His third task will be to co-ordinate and ex an to all sites of NNR status the Event
Recording System wherever feasible. Our booklet on Reserve Recording is a

blueprint of what we would like o see - though we apprecia e that it will only
function where a Warden or a Reserve Management Committee e ist.
The pamphlet makes suggestions about the type of information a Warden or Reserv
anagement Committee should be keeping about the reserve under heir care, and
explains standard ways of kee ing those records so that they will be of maximum
benefit o successive generations who will inherit the data in years to come.
Andrew Currie has referred elsewhere o the short term value of the metho but the
recent discov ries by historical ecologists of the long lasting effect of past ev nts
on the patterns of vegeta ion makes the recording of events which we originate or
observe of incr asing urgency. All events which occur on a reserve, either those
like fencing or co picing which we carry out oursel es, or natural ev n s like
flood, fire or a falling tree, ough to be recorded in such a way that even when
we are dead an gone our successors will have no difficulty in finding out exac ly
what happened where and when.
The Event Record System was originally esigned for the Nature Conservancy and is
now being us d in all regions, hough not yet in all reserves. The system has been

ado ted by RSPB for its reserves, by he National Trust at Holy Island, by the
Cumberland County Council in an LNR, and by several County Trusts, no ably
Lincolnshire and Ca bridgeshire.
The scheme is very simple: the warden recor s each event and the art of the
reserve in which it occurred on a se arate form in triplica e giving each a separate
Event number. They are then filed in such a way that the information can be
retrieved efficiently, even when the number of events on record has become
large and the recorder has long since move on.
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THE TECHNICAL SIDE AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL -

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WALES
James Bateman — National Museum of Wales

The Geographical Problem
The success of a temp ing to record the distribution of wildlife in any region can be
estimated from a measure of the surface area of the region and th size of its human
population.

The task of recor ing the wildlife of Wales is reflected by a land area of just over
8,000 square miles, or about 2 million hectares, and a human population of 2
million. It is generally considered a phenomenal roposition, ven when reduced
to the recording of a single species, for each recording scheme, per,10 kilometre
square in a total of 230 squar s for Wales.
The seel of comparison in Scotland is vast and robably even more daunting. Her
the land area m asures nearly 30,000 square miles, or 6§ million hectares, and
the population is just over million. Generally speaking, one can assess the scale
of the roblem as being inversely pro ortional to the average density of the

population. The figure of population ensity for England is 9007/square mile; for
Wales 337/square mile and for Scotland 175/ quare mile. If, therefore, it is
roving to be a vast und rtaking to cover Wales, it would appear to offer an even
grea er challenge to recorders proposing to cover Scotland.

When investiga ing the problem of carrying out biological recording throughout
Wales, an immediate observation was that seats of learning and likely sources of
recorders were distributed around th p riphery of the Principality, leaving a large
void of residential rofessionals in the centre of the country. In Scotland, the
reverse situation is more probably ture, excep for establishment at Dundee and
Aberdeen.
I am not sure how the offices of na ural history societies and trusts are located
geographically in Scotland, but in Wales, they tend to follow the same pattern as
the universities, museums and regional offices of the Nature Conservancy Council.
It is obvious, therefore, that an immediate responsibility is to rovide record rs for
those areas where it is unlikely that any ar resident. In Wales this is being
achieved in two ways, on the one hand by organising field meetings of recorders
in the unrecor e areas, and on the other hand by training interested lay people
in order that they can ultimately fulfil the rol of recor ers.

- ) The Physical Problems
The organisation of field meetings and training of amateur naturalists present their own
physical problems.

In Wales, and certainly in Scotland, there is the difficulty of travelling comparatively
large istances from centres of human opulation to the more unrecor ed parts of the
region. Invariably there is a need to find resi ential accommodation a) because the
distances are greater than those hich would allow for one-day fiel m etings and
b) b cause it is uneconomical in time and mo ey to spend a short time in an area
which can only be reached after lengthy travel.

Whil it is not difficult to select areas which are under-r corded biologically, it is
l ss easy to establish d base from which the work of a field meeting can be o erated.

Ex erience of organising such meetings in Wales has shown the desirability of
provi ing reasonable residential accommodation within a t n-mile radius of sites to
be recorded. There is also a need for facilities to examine, i entify an preserve
voucher material collected, although such facilities need not be very sophisticated.

The Purpose and Organisation of a Regional Records Centre
It is necessary to have a centre within a emarcated region which will provide an
archive of biological records for the region. There are two main sources of records
from which such an archive can be established: a) records s nt direct to Monks Woo
Biological Records Centre, b) records from local sources. Once a centre has been

established it is possible to have records sent from Monks Wood, when duplicat s of
these have not alr ady been receive by the centre. In time, of course, there
should be a rapport between th c ntre and local regional recor ers which ensures

that all records are lodged with the centr , whether or not they are independently
sent on to the BRC as well.
The centre must have an index of local recorders, including p rsons resident outside
the region who regularly recor within it. Such a register serves a double pur ose
of referring new recorders to specialists in their own discipline, and also fpr
circulation of information concerning proposals for field meetings and other events
organised from the c ntre.
The centre shoul be responsible for the organisation of field me tings and
com ilation of published reports of these.
Publication is a most important as ect of the work of the Regional Centre.

There are two main functions of publishing the results of a field m eting:
a) recorders involved gain satisfaction and confi ence from seeing the resul s of
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thelr labours in print, b) here is an encouragement to supply new records to fill
gaps in the published lists..
Fiel Meetings
. In 1971 a conference as organised jointly by the Biological R cords Centr an th
National Museum of Wales, in order to ex lore ways and means of carrying out more

effective biological recording in the Principality. It was attended by over 40
delegates from universities, museums, government departments and amateur societies.

The main achievement of the meeting was to establish the Biological Recording
Work Group for Wales. The Conference laid down a set of guidelines for the Group * 1 2 3 4
to follow and these were:
1 Discover all persons/grou s carrying out recording in Wales, and
all local ex erts, and prepare lists of these for circulation
2 Investigate areas where recording was not taking place and devise
me hods for future coverage

3 Organise one day/weekend meetings of local and national societies
in Wales to co-ordinate individual fforts and organise field meetings
in the areas mentioned in (2)
4 Ensure that records are channell d to nominated centres and arrange
for central publication of meetings and results

Later meetings of the Group expanded these directives by organising recording on
a multi-disciplinary basis and by including an educational an training element in
field meetings. The final development has been to extend the training by a program e
of biennial field recording training courses, in conjunction with the Field Studies
Counci I.

The multi-disciplinar approach to field meetings requires further elcfcoration.
The advantages see to be many and include a greater coverage of an area receiving
intensive study; the provision of an ecological balance to the records of an area; an

opportunity for scientists from a different disciplines to compare notes on the ecology
of the area; and to enable amateur and trainee-recorders to see the techniques
associated with mor than one discipline.

With each successive meeting the number of disciplines represented has steadily
increased. Furthermore, kno ing of a visit to an area by the Grou , an interested

body has sometimes sought, an been eventually supplied with, a survey of animal
and plant distribution of the area. This has occurred where a nature reserve had

recently been established with an area visited by the Grou .

- 31 The Organisation of Field Meetings
Once an ar a has b en selected as Hie venue for a fiel meeting (base on personal
knowledge), recommendation from me bers of local societies, officers of the
Nature Conservancy Council and other nowledgeable) a centre must be chosen as

a working base. Ideally this should be within a ten mile ra ius of all he sites to
be visited; it shoul rovide accommodation for visiting members of the Group;
there should be at least primitive laboratory facilities and the overall cost to
members must be kept as low as possible.

The last point is significant because the scheme operating in Wales has been largely
self-financing, with the exception of staff time, stationery and postage which has

been generously provided by the Council of the National Museum ofWales.
In return, of course, the Museum benefits from the archive of records deposite
there, as also from the voucher specimens held as a Regional Records Cen re.
M mbers of the Group, who are not covered by e enses allowances, have to be
considere , so it has been essential to control accommo ation and travel costs and
thereby encourage he partici ation by these eople.
The combination of accommodation and laboratory facilities has been achieved in

a variety of ways. Occasionally it has been ossible to use an establishe field
centre belonging to a University, Collegeof Education, or School. There are

also some youth hostels which provide fieldwork facilities. A third alternative has
been to use private accommodation hotels, guest-houses, or self-catering

cottages combined with the use of a school laboratory hired through the local
education authority.
We have also foun it useful to hire some passenger transport, usually one or two
self-drive minibuses, in order to reduce the number of vehicles for which parking
would be nec ssary at sites with limited facilities. We also use a Landrover for
carrying heavy equipment such as boats, electric fishing machine and nets and
getting these into areas where access would be denied to or inary cars.

The equipment necessary for field meetings on the scale outline , should ideally
be available from a central ool based on one institution, such as a university,
museum or col lege. Of course most recorders have a certain amount of personal
equipment, including lenses, notebooks, identification guides and keys, vascula
and sometimes nets. However, there is a need for laboratory equipmen which is
not always availa le at the centres used, for exam le low- ower inocular
microsco es, dishes, slides, specimen tubes, olythene bags, chemical
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preservatives and various hand instruments. A supply of appro riate ref rence
works of the kinds not alwa s ossessed rivately, as well as additional eys an
large-scale ma s, has been mos useful and appreciated by members attending

meetings. Incidentally, the building up of a reference collection of large scale
OS maps can be accomplished stea ily as a result of a series of field meetings.

Perhaps the most import ht part of the planning of a field meeting has been the
advance survey we carry out at each area we choose. The sequence of events has
been to contact t e landowners, usually through the regional offices of the
Nature Conservancy Council, local Agricultural dvisory Officers and sometimes
local officers of the NFU. Arrangements are then made to visit the area and
obtain ermission for access to the sites which appear to offer the greatest
recording potential. The landowners an their staff ar often able to suggest
useful spots to look at and provide information about articular species. In return
they appreciate copies of the survey reports, as an indication of the wil life
resource of their property. Occasionally we have found it profitable to co-ordinate
our meetings with the membership of a local naturalist society or trust.
Once the groundwor has been carried out at the site, the otential membershi

of a Group field meeting is circulated with advance publicity. It needs to be
done about three months in advance of a meeting. Later, a firm programme, and
booking forms, are sent out to people who have requested these and if grants are
available it is important to advertise this fact.
After a meeting, the most essential operation is to send letters of thanks to all

those eo le who have exten ed faciliti s. This must be followed by letters to
members reminding them to send in records of species not determined or listed
during the wee end meeting.
Educational an Training Aspects

1 Field Meetings
Amateurs or 'novices' work with experienced recorders to acquire field techniques
and the rinciples of identification and recording. Sometimes individual persons
have concentrated on a single disci line or group, but often they have sought
help and information on a broader basis. The wor in the field is always followed
by wor in a laboratory, but the self-help as ect is em hasised, not only in
benchwork, but also in provision of ersonal equipment which will allow them
eventually to o erate on an in ependent basis.
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2 Field Courses
In order to accelerate the programme of training recorders, it was decided to
provide concentrated tuition at a fiel c ntre. The first course was held in the
earl summer of 1974 at Rhyd-y-Cr uau, North Wales. Here we assembled
tutors from the National Museum of Wales, the University of Wales, Na ure
Conservancy Council and Institute of Terrestrial Ecology, together with

members of the field centre staff, by courtesy of the Field Studies Council.
The Course was multidisciplinary, covering cryptogamic botany; flowering plants
insects; spiders; molluscs; fish; birds and mammals.
The success of this course resulted in a programme to repeat it in alternate years.
The administration of the course was shared between the staffs at the field centre
and from the National Museum of Wales. Generally, tutors were resident only

while they provided their own particular information and they waived the usual
fees, so avoiding undue ressure on the domestic staff and financial resourc s of
the centre.

As a result of these methods the numbers of competent recorders is increasing in
Wales; also, some recorders who previously restricted their efforts to a single
group of animals and plants, are now providing records for other groups.

Security
most im ortant aspect of all the organisation is:
1 a respect in the field for rare species
2 observation of the various environmental protection codes
3 restriction of the accessibility to records of rare s eci s and
scientifically important sites.
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THE TECHNICAL SIDE AT THE LOCAL LEVEL - DUNDEE MUSEUM
dam Ritchie Dundee Museum
My con ribu ion to the Conference is based on experience gained from working
firstly at Leicester useum, which has an established local recor s centre and
from piloting a records centre rojec h re in Dundee at the City Museum.
To justify the involv ment of museums in biological recor s, I wish to begin by
considering what I thin is one of the most important aspects of museum natural
history, namely, that of its contribution to wildlife conservation.
The growth of museum collections historically erives from the undisputed uman
desire to accumulate objects with some sort of in rinsic interest, w ther the
be objects of man's creation, for exam le coins, stam s, paintings etc or natural
objects like birds eggs, butterflies, fossils etc. This collecting passion, very
much in vogue during Victorian times, has clearly iminishe with the evolution
of our modern materialistic society.
Museums have a public res onsibility to care for and maintain these collections

with clear objectives in mind, which vary according to the isci line in which
these collections belong. Whatever the discipline, the s ecimen or object is a
three-dimensional record. An antiquarian object represents a stage in man's
historic development. A biological specimen represents tangible evidence for the
existence of that s ecies from a particular locality at a particular tim .
Traditional resentation of museum s ecimens reflects the em hasis on the range
within the collections. Hence these displays show a systematic approach, ie
cases containing serial rows of specimens comprehensively representing the species
or ty e of a particular grou or category.
Modern museum display thinking is direct d, not so much at the systematic
re resentation of the collections, but at a more meaningful selection of
s ecimens representing a concept or theme. In the case of biological an
geological s ecimens, they may be s lected to illustrate academic principles
like evolution, lif histori s etc. Most important, I think, is the unique opportunity
to utilise the s ecimens in a isplay to promote environmental awareness. By this
I mean that the speci ens are resented in the context of their environment and
interprete using carefully chosen writt n and illustrative material. This
highlights one of he most im ortant roles of a museum, namely the significant
contribution to environmental education. •
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At this stage I must turn, o the ques ion of museums and environmental reccfrds.
The importance of envirorimentdi reco ds has been made very clear by previous
spea ers and you have hedVd how records of national importance have been

collated for the Unit d Kingdom and for Wales. I will now consider the case
for certain provincial museums concerning themselves with the recording and
possible storage of writ en data on local natural history.
Firstly, in principle, a museum with we 11-documented local collections under the
charge of trained natural history personnel, has a strong basis on=which to build

up a bank of local biological informa ion. The acquisition of his local biological
data is a logical ex ension of the raditional role of specimen acquisition, and in
my view, is more compatible with current conservation thinking.
Secondly, it is usual for there to be a close liaison between museum naturalists
and individuals and organisations conc rned with local natural history and
conservation.

Thirdly such a museum can provide he continuity of staff and, justifiably, storage
and administrative facili ies which are fundamental requirements for informa ion
collection, storage and dissemination.
As far as I am aware, neither the Nature Cons rvancy Council nor the Institute
of Terrestrial Ecology are in a position to develop his kind of service for
records of local significance wi hin their own organisations bu the former may
perhaps be able to allocate grants in the future to assist in the establishmen of
local environmen al record centres.

University Biology Departments are often eenly interested in local ecology, but

their bias of work is subject to changes. Although the local Scottish Wildlife
Trust Branches are one of the prime users of local environmental information for
assessing si es for conserva ion purposes, they are voluntary bodies, withou
permanent premises and with only slender administrative resources.
I now turn to the current and projected si uation at Dundee Museum. Despite
the devotion of a large proportion of recent time to major display and specimen
storage programmes, we have put a lo of effort into the potential develo ment
of the museum as a local environmental records centre. To this end, though
with the uncertainty of he Museum's responsibility after Local Government
Reorganisation in erms of being designated a District or a Regional function,
we chose to adopt, as a pilot recording area, the Ci y of Dundee and the
present County of Angus.

-36Odr initial ac ion has been to gather all existing local biological information.
Firstly, the most accessible records are being gathered by searching through our
natural history collections abstracting and listing the relevant local da a.
Secondly, the sam procedure i being adopted for local natural history literature.
Thirdly, we have obtained s ecies lists and site information relevant to this area,

from the Na ure Conservancy Council and Scottish Wildlife Trust. Fourthly, we
dre irt the rocess of obtaining copies of all the Angus Master Species List Cards
from the Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood. A final source of existing
records has still to be tapped, namely that of specimen collections containing
local material in other museums, universities, colleges, schools, scientific
research institutions and in private hands, and unpublished natural history field
notes and research projects relevant to Angus County. This latter source of
information greatly depends upon an established liaison with and co-o eration
from the individuals and organisations concerned.
Running concurrently, with this data abstracting, we have initiated three local
survey schemes, all of which are almost wholly dependent on a volunteer force
of local naturalists.

The first of these, called the Angus Wildlife Survey, incidently romoted by a
gallery display, is designed to obtain casual, though, accurate and significant
sightings of local animal and plant s ecies. The volunteer recorder is provided
with a batch of record forms on which to note down the following observations
species name, locality (with a 6-figure grid reference) date, habitat
descriptions etc. The advantage of this all-embracing survey over a system of
individual species surveys is the achievement of a greater number of significant
records. The latter single species survey might deter participation by some
potential casual observers who would otherwise have happily taken on the
umbrella type of wildlife survey. Approximately one hundred of these record
forms are returned to us each year with a good proportion of significant information.
The majority of returns are of bird sightings, ranging from records of rare breeding
species and visitors, early migrant arrivals, to seasonally fluctuating numbers
and garden bird lis s. Mammals follow as the next most popular recorded grou
ranging from sightings of stoats and weasels on a gamekeeper's gibbet, a
haul-out of seals to hedgehog road casualties A small proportion of returns
are for amphibians, reptiles and Lepidoptera, and an even smaller number ar
for plants, the latter reflecting the rather more s ecialist expertise required.
The almost total lack of marine life records from this surv y again must reflect
the i entification difficulties of a non-specialist.

37 The second of t ese urveys is design d to record the local am hibians and re tiles.
These t o grou s have r la ively few s cies r presented locally and o not ose
great identification roblems for the non-specialist. For this Survey, with

publicity through the two Local Educational Authorities, we are enlisting the
help of school children. In erested school teachers are being sent our s ecial
recording forms and a re ared guide to identifica ion. To extend he interest
beyond the sim le identification of s ecies, the recorders are asked to describe
the micro-habitat and the apparent activity at the time of observation, for
exam le: for an Adder

on a boulder, sun-basking etc. So far, the respons

has been scanty but the Survey was only initiated last summer.
The information from the returned forms is to be transferred to single sp ci s

record cards accompanied by te rad gridded a s (2k x 2km) of Angus County
for each s ecies, on which their distribution can be built up combining field,
museum and literature r cords.

The third Survey, called the Angus Habitat Survey has been ogranised in
collaboration with the local branch of the Scottish Wildlife Trust. It is
essentially a 'field by field* survey of th County; undertak n by local SWT
members along the lines of he Land U ilisation Survey techniques, but using the

habitat classification as laid down in the Society for the Promotion of Natur
Reserve's Technical Publication No 1 Biological Sites Recording Scheme.
The field recording tool is an Ordnance Survey 6" ma and recorders simply

identify the habitat and annota e a field map co y. The com leted field ma s
are passed back to us and the information is transferred to master maps using a
colour code and symbols to indicate the pro ortional distribution of broa

habitat categories. To highlight the biologically important sites like wet lands,
areas of undisturbed scrub and grassland etc an acetate overlay on which these
categories are marked, is roduced. There are two main objectives of this
Survey. Firstly we wish to obtain basic infor ation on the proportional distribution
of broad habitat categories, for example, arable and astoral farmland, deciduous,
conifer and mixed woodland, dwarf shrub heath and grassy heath etc with a view
to carrying out additional surveys at perhaps fO to 15 yearly intervals, to monitor
changes in these propor ions. The second objective is to discover hitherto
unknown sites of biological importance in the local context, to add to the known
existing site recor s. The potentially environmentally interesting sites which
emerge from this Survey will be investigated y a team of specialists who will

prepare species lists and will complete a Biolo ical R cords Centre Habitat
Record Card.

38The advantage of th s type of surve is t at the level of natural history expertise
require is minimal and so, in theory, falls within the capacit of most conservation
sym athetic people willing to participate. In practical terms there are about 35
recorders, each one having 'ado ted' an area covered by one, and in some cases
two, 6" Ordnance Surve aps (5km x 5km). There are approximately one
hundred 6" maps cov ring the whole of Angus County of which forty or so have
been allocated covering ainl the lowland areas as one migh expect since about
ane-third of Angus is highland terrain aking a 'field-by-field' survey of this
nature difficult. Hence, about two-thir s of lowland ngus is being surveyed at
present. With the exce tion of one or two highland glen areas w tourist
pressure exist, survey of the lowland area requires priority because of a wider
range of pressures.

The master set of maps and su plementar overlays are to be stored in a vertical
lan ma cabinet and will be readil availabl for consultation. The site record
details will be stored in two separate bu correlated systems. A suspense filing
system, with one file for each iOkm square containing folders for each site, will
hold corres ondence, re orts, notes, sketchma s and photogra hs relating to the
sites. There will be an 8" x 5" record card sys em. Species lists and habitat
details will appear on BRC species and habi at record cards and stored in sections

for each )0km square. Each 10km sec io will be acco panied b BRC 10km
Master species cards so that as records of national importance accummulate,
they can be selected and forwarded to Monks Wood" at r gular intervals. As far
as is possible, the sites are to be attribute to tetrad units so tha s ecies records
can be used for species map ing at tetrad level.
This, then, is an outline of the survey rojects and data organisation with which
we are involve at the present time. If the existing resources were to be
increased it is pro osed, in collaboration with local naturalist, ornithological
and SWT grou s, to launch further local species surveys.
For the birds, species known to have a limited local distribution due to hu an
interference in the interests of game an fishing, loss of habitat, land and sea
pollution, for exam le, certain diurnal birds of prey, the Barn Owl, the

Great Crested Grebe, the Dipper and the Puffin, will be surveyed to monitor
their fluctuations.
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For the inver ebrate groups, t is probably only realistic, bearing mind the

availability of Speciali t expertise, to ex ect only the insects to have any at ention
aid to theim, in parti ular, butterflies. In the case of the marine invertebrates,

d sighificant r cor in covera e will probably be confined to molluscs.
FOr flowering plants, a com rehensive survey at tetrad level even with existing
herbarium records would prove an unsurmountable proposition. As for birds, those
lant species known to be subject to certain r ssures, and the spread of aliens
might be considered as subjects for surve s on a tetrad basis. The non-flowering

plants, of course, demand highly specialist knowledge though it is conceivable,
in the case of marine algae with their restricted habitat and the more cons icuous
larger fungi, that a survey for these grou s might be attempted. With more han

our fair share of lichenologist expertise wi hin the County, a lichen flora su vey
coverage could be efficient.
At this point, it should be stated quite clearly, as Angus has a number of national

rarities in the plant line and Schedule I breeding birds, hat records of hese
would be treated highly confidentially and be omitted from the general species
lists. They would be s ored on separate cards, relating to the general system, and
locke in a card index cabinet. Access to these would be strictly vetted.
Another very important function of such a record centre is to promote the national
species survey sche es within the local area, some of which you will be hearing
about later in the Conference. It would act as a clearing house by co-ordinating
the efficient channelling of information be ween the organisations and in ividuals
concerned and Monks Wood.
Contact has recently been made with the new Taysid Region Plannin Department
informing them of the proposed local environmental records centre at the Museum.
The plans were received extremely favourably ith the knowledge that the system
would operate in conjunction with he two agencies concerned with the
inter retation of this informa ion, namely he Nature Conservancy Council and

the Scottish Wildlife Trust.
In addition o this biological information service meeting the requirements for
conservation strategies, I forsee a demand from educational quarters for sites for
teaching field biology, as more and more emphasis is placed on environmental
studies. When a com rehensive record system and efficient information retrieval
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suitable sites for elementary field studies and for advanced ecological projects,
but also to keep clear of the fragile and sensitive areas.
To summarise then, Dundee Museum is wor ing towards a scheme to develop a
local environmen al records system com atible with the national Biological
Records Centre at Monks Wood, which will promote recording and keep a record

of the biological wealth of the District of Dundee and Angus to be available to
conservation agencies and for research and teaching purposes.
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RECORDING IN SCOTLAND- MAMMALS
Dr Gordon Corbet British Museum (Natural History)
The Mammal Society instigated a recording programme for all mammals throughout

the British Isles in 1965 and a provisional set of ma s was published as volume 1,
parts 4/5 of the society's journal Mammal Review in 1971. (A reprint, with the
addition of four maps updated to (973, is available at 90p ost-free from

Mrs N Chapman, Larkmead, Barton Mills, Bur St Edmunds, Suffolk).
Subsequently the Deer Society has ublished the results of their more intensive,
five-year survey of eer (ma s in their journal Deer, volume 3, part 5 for

November, 1974 obtainable at £1 from John Hep er, 17a East Parade, Leeds 1).
The Mammal Soci ty is at present handing over its records to the Biological

Records Centre at Monks Wood and they should be fully integrated with the BRC
system by the end of 1975. We ho e to encourage intensive recording through 1975

with a view to publishing a revised set of maps in 1976 covering the period 19601975. Beginning in 1976 new recording arrangements are being planned to give
greater emphasis o particular problems raised during the first part of the programme.
Several limitations of the existing scheme are worth detailing since they are
relevant to the part played by local or regional organisations. (1) In the absence of
a full-time headquarters staff it is not practicable for a small national society like
the Mammal Society to maintain adequate contact, and rovide adequate feedback
of results, to a large number of local recor ers, eg one per old county. This
situation would be eased if a small number of regional centres could be established
to act as links between the national organisers and the recorders in the field.

(2) Although the number of species is small the techniques required to record
mammals vary enormously from grou to grou and few people are able and willing
to deal with all grou s such as bats, rodents, deer, carnivores, etc. Also many
mammals are of economic significance and to be successful any recording rogramme
must involve a wide range of organisations dealing with agriculture, forestry,
fisheries, game preservation etc as well as the natural history and conservation
organisations. (3) The abs nce of a formal r gional organisation has led to
poor coverage in some areas, eg in northern and south western Scotland.

However we have always believe that there is consi erable value in establishing
a receptacle for hose records that are available, even in the absence of an
active recording programme.

-42 Our future programme will deal in ra her different ways with different groups of
spe i s an some of these are of e pecial relevance to Scotland.
1 Common and wi esp ead species (eg hedgehog, common shrew, rabbit, field

ole, stoat)* We shall aim to ontinue filling ga s in the existing ma s and
will a especial aftehtlon to organising information o presence or absence

bn Srhall islands. The scope for different combinations of species on ifferent
isiarids is enormous and of great ecological int rest.

2 Species with limited distributions within the Scottish mainland. Special
efforts will be made to organise surveys of these in the areas of particular
importance, es ecially species that are not being studied by other organisations.
The following are some exam les of special interest. Hares areas of contact
or overlap between the two species. Water vole how wides read is it in the

Highlands? Harvest mouse does it still exist in Scotland? A current enquir
has shown that it still exists further north in England than hitherto thought but
so far there has been no confirmation that it survives in Scotland from where
there are several more or less reliable 19th century records. Nests are easily

jfound and a leaflet is available from the Mammal Society. Wild cat and pine
marten these are s ecies for which a survey organised within Scotland could
provide valuable information.
In conclusion I feel that the smaller national societies have a role to play in
co-ordinating recording throughout the coun ry but the part that they can lay
in local conservation issues is limited. There is a gr a need for regional centr s
that can organise the information in a way more suited to local requirements. Such
regional centres can not only receive data from the s ecialist organisation but can
also channel requests for nformation to the national societies and prod them to
assist in gathering the kind of data that is of most practical use.
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RECORDING IN SCOTLAND - FLOWERING PLANTS AND FERNS
Oeorge Ballantyrie — Botanical Socie y of the British Isles
Sirtce iSSfi botany in Scotland has been organised formally by the Botanical Society
of the Britis Isles set up a joint committee, known as the Committee for the Stud
of the Scottish Flora, to co-ordinate and promote botanical activity north of the
Border. This Commi tee has twelve members, four from the BSE, four from the
BSBI, and four1 who are co-opted; amongst its briefs are the arrangement of field
meetings an recommendin the ap ointment of Vice County Recorders.
Each of the 41 Scottish vice counties has its Recorder (a few are responsible for
more than one), whose task it is to answer queries connecte with it, to
co-ordinate any work taking lace, to vet recor s before they are published, and
to attempt to record the state of the flora, often by 'mapping'. Bach Recorder
has a card index which contains information relevant to his area — the extent of
the com leteness of his data depends much on his enthusiasm for, of course, all wor
is done voluntarily.
Most Recorders are recording on a grid basis. A proximately one third of the
country is being covered on a 10 x 10km basis, mainly in the north and south
east, while a further third, occupying much of the central highlands, th east
central belt and the Borders, is being done on the 5 x 5km (quadrant) method.
Of the remaining third, a few widely scattere districts are being mapped on a
1x1 or 2 x 2km basis, or on a non-grid system; with a sizeable portion of west
central and south-west Scotland where little or no co-ordinated recording is being

carried out. An appendix gives the current position (April 1975) in each of the
vice-counties.

Although Scotland has had its share of local floras in the ast, there has been
nothing to compare with the number which have been issued relating to English
counties. Nearly all of those which have been written have long been out of
date, and it is only recently that an attempt has been made to rectify this
situation. Since 1959 several checklists have been compiled, especially for

some of the western and northern islands, notably Shetbnd (1969), Skye (19 4)
and Orkney (1975), lus Galloway and Wigtown (1972). Provided proposed
printing schedules are adhered to, a number of further checklists will be issued
by the end of 1977 while a considerable amount are rojected for the early
l980's. Thus, within a decade, Scotland should be reasonably well covere

although it should be stressed that few of these intended public actions will be
roper floras as distinct from checklists.

44 There are two projec s which demand articular mention. In 1969 the CSSF
deci ed to ' ndertake a survey of the Flora of Inverness-shire, which comprises
the vice-counties of Easterness (96) and Westerness (97), on a 5 x 5 m basis.
A five year programme of field meetings from 1970-74 was initiate and
individuals and groups (eg the Inverness Botany Group) were invited to visit ar as
and send ip records. The response was good and although inevitably
coverage was uneven, only 10% of the 320 quadrants were not searched to some
degree; the work of processing the accumulated data, together with older
records, is now going on and it is expected that distribution maps an text will

be available in 1976/77.
The other project concerns the British Museum (Natural History) De artment of
Botany's survey of the Island of Mull. This is unique in modern botanical
recording as it embraces all disciplines and is not confined to flowering lants.
The fieldwork was carried out from 1966-70, and the results are due to be
ublished in a comprehensive volume soon.
These two schemes have been organised by, and larg ly carrie out, by teams
of workers but much of the botanical activity in Scotland is effected by
individuals, and herein lies one of the major problems in this country there are
just not enough people, literally, in the field. For example, although
occasional records are received from others, in Fife and Kinross (VC85) work
began on recording the vascular flora on a 5 x 3km basis in the 1960's; this
was confined to the Kirkcaldy district, and resulted in an annotated checklist,
giving past and present locations, being issued in 1970. Present work is
cencefitrated on Kinross-shire and it is xpected that a similar checklist will be

published in 1976 for that county. In the decade after that it is hoped to
complete field work in the rest of Fife and then the task of com iling a
complete flora will begin

20 years after work was begun. This is the scale

of operations in Scotland, in contrast to England where there are many more
interested and actively knowledgeable people.
This lack of ersonnel means that coverage is bound to be atchy, and therefore
areas that are known or considered to be rich much be concentrated upon,
especially in view of the threats occasioned by oil an related developments.
That this can be a rewarding exercise is instanced in the case of Loch Leven
NNR, where recent intensive recording has resulted in over 400 species b ing
listed, and the discovery of three separate localities for both Holygrass
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(H erochtoe odorat a) and Slender rush (Juncus filifarmis). The widespread
occurrence of Mudwort (Limosella aquat ica) was established, while he decline
f that puzzli g speatwort. Ranunculus reptans, has been brought to light.

Three of t ese plants are Briti h tatities, and Lfnpsella has only one other
Scottish station;
F r the fii ure, prio ity should be givento mapping these areas where little active
work is being done, and to the production of at least annotated chec lists. The
compilation of a census or comital catalogue of Scottish vascufar.plants,
including critical and micro-species, would help considerably in understanding
the distribution of s ecies throughout the country. The preparation of such a
catalogue has been agreed in rinciple by the CSSF.
List of Vice Counties with notes on current recording work

Vice County

Present

Work

72 Du fries

5x5)

73 Kirkcudbright

5x5|

74 Wig own

None )

75 Ayr

No .co-ordinated
work

7 Renfrew

1x1

Published
work Remarks

fcince 1940)

Checklist Flora projected in
1972 future

Checklist with maps
envisaged

77 Lanark

None

78 Peebles

5x5

Handlist in
preparation

79 Selkirk

10 x 10

80 Roxburgh

Tp 10

81 Berwick

10 x 10

Concise flora

projected
82 East Lothian

5x5

83 Midlothian

5x5

84 Wes Lo hian

5x5

85 Fife and Kinross

5x5

86 Stirling

None

Fieldwork almost
completed

Flora with maps
projected

87 West Perth an
Clackmannan

5x5

88 Mid Perth

5x5

89 East Perth

5x5

Clackmannan on 2x2

Published
Vice Counfry

Present

Work

Work

(since 1940)

90 Angus

10 10

91 Kincardine

1 x 1 (jnpart)

Checklist in
preparation

92 Soufrh Aberdeen
93 Norfrh Aberdeen.

Data being
Non-grid

94 Banff
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95 Moray

10 x 10

b) 96 Nairn »

10 x 10

96 Easfrernes

96
97 Wesfrerness

98 Main Argyll

little

100 Clyde Isles

collected

Flora with maps due

in 1976

10 x 10
5x5
5x5

99 D nbarfron

R marks

Flora with maps due in

1976 CSSF project

Checklist envisaged

-5x5

1 x 1 (Arran

only)
101 Kinfryre

Non-gri

102 Soufrh Ebudes

10 x 10

103 Mid Ebudes

10 x 10

Checklist in
preparation

Flora of Islay
and Jura, 1959

D tailed flora by BM

(NH) due in 1976

(Mull)
103 Mid Ebudes

10 x 10

Flora 1941

10 x 10

List, 1965

10 x 10

Checklist, 1974

lOx 10

List, 1939

(Coll & Tiree)
104 North Ebudes

(Rhum)
104 Norfrh Ebudes

(Skye & Raasay)
104 Norfrh Ebudes

(Eigg, Muck etc)

Flora of Colonsay and
Oronsay in preparation

Flora rojecte

Revis d list in
re aration

105 West Ross

little

106 East Ross

10 x 10

Flora well advanced

107 East Sutherland

10 x 10

Flora due in 1976/ 7

West Su herland
109 Caithness

10 x 10
Ch cklist in

non-grid

preparation

110 Outer Hebrides

little

numerous

papers 1939-56
111 Orkney

10 x 10

112 Shetland

10 x 10

Checklist 1975

Ecological flora in
pre arati on

Checklist, 1969 Flora rojecte
(Fair Isle, 1973)
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RECORDING IN SCOTLAND - INSECTS
John Heat

Mon s Wood Experimen al Station Institute of Terres rial Ecology

Insect recording schemes are in operation for fourteen groups contained in eight

otders. Provisional atlases ha e b e published for the Rhopalocera (bu terflies),
H terocera (Mo hs - Part I), Hymenopteta Apidae (Bumblebees) an Siphonaptera
(Fleas).
Of these groups three are wholly organised by the Biological Records Centre.
The Lepidoptera for which there are some 50 resident Scottish recorders; the

Odonata (dragonflies) with only four Scottish r cor ers and the Orthoptera
(grasshop ers and crickets) with two recorders. This pattern is reflected in all
the other groups. As a consequence many areas of Scotland are still unrecorded and
almost the whole of the country under-recorded in all the groups.
The unrecorded areas for the Lepi optera are concentrated in the south-west, north,
north-east, and western isles whereas for the Odonata and Orthoptera almost all
Scotland is still unrecorded. The Hymeno tera are similarly unrecorded especially
in the south-west, north, north-east and western isles, whereas for he Siphonaptera
the unrecorded areas are concentrated in south-west and central Scotland.
It is now very im ortant that a major effort should be made to complete the

Atlas of the Butterflies. It is hoped to ublish this in 1980. Therefore every effort
should be made to survey all the unrecorded squares during the next four years.

The remaining parts of the Provisional Atlas of the Moths will be published during
the ext t o to three years and recor s are still urgently needed from all parts of
Scotland,
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RECORDING IN SCOILAND - MARINE MOLLUSCS
Dr Shelagh Sm th — Royal Scottish Museum
Methods of Recording
The recording methods used in the marine mollusc census are described in the

Information Sheets printed by the Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland.
I took over as Marine to cord era li tle more han a year ago and find that thanks to
Mrs Turk the pr vious Recorder, records are coming in very well. The bulk of my
ork is to get them into some order so that they may be used.
Originally the Census, as it was then calle , was planned to operate at the level
of the Census Area. At this level it operates very well indeed. The state of
recording can be expressed by the number of s ecies found er Census Area, and in
this respect one can see that recording effort is spread fairly evenly round the whole
of Britain and Ireland.
However, nowadays more detail is required and the volume of records coming in,
plus that of literature and Museum records which need to be researched, are more
than can be coped with by one person. Three years ago a system of Area Representatives
was set up. The ideal is that each Census Area should have one or more people

directly concerned for all aspects of its well being. It is all to the good if this
erson lives in the Area. The Area Representative is res onsible for all recor s of
his/her Area, both old and new, and is in an excellent osition to rum up local
support and to be involved in any public enquiry should it be necessary.
Most records are as yet littoral, and Area Representative write them up using the
10km square < the National Grid as a basis. I receive per years- Master Field
Cards per 10km square and/or numbers of s ecies per square; Individual Record
Cards, initially one for each species per Area, thereafter additional car s for
imporved recor s and for preference a card accompanying each lot of specimens for
the Voucher Collection; a Master Card for the Area and a short written repor .

This apprently happy situation beli s the fac that there is only a handful of regular
contributors to Scottish marine mollusc recording, who, however, are e tremely
enthusiastic.
Taking distribution below Census Area level, it is now possible, thanks to the rea
Representatives o roduce mpas of numbers of species by 10km squar . They do
still tend to show distribution of recording effort, but for Scotland are starting to
become meaningful. It is important, however, that the maps should be drawn with
the northern islands in their roper place so that intervening sea stations can be ad ed*

-49 If is also possible to produce a handmade 'printout' of the distribution by 10km
square of certain species such as of Gibbula, but this takes many hours of work and

ih ahy quantity is just not on/ despite the fact that this is the sort of information
most usually asked for,
Ih ut of recor s

this Is ve y satisfactory despite the fewness of people involved. Recor ing used to
be almost entirely amateur/ but professio al bodies are now interested, sending in
information often as a sideline to their own activity. Records are being gathered
as part of survey and monitoring programmes, as last year in Shetland, end now in
Orkney.
Processing of Records
Records entered on Field Cards and Individual Recor Cards rovide\ concise

information, though a little lacking in detail, especially of repetitive data, the
big advantage is that the information is set out uniformly.
Recording by 10km square works very well for the littoral zone, maps are easy to
come by and people are used to the National Grid. However, the National Grid
is not suitable for offshore records. Most offshore records so far received have
Lat Long co-or inates, some have Decca. Oceanographers form a strong bo y of

o inion o posed to the use of UTM, ut forward as suitable by the Biological Records
Centre. Offshore work is expensive and haphazard in i distribution and full
coverage will not come about, therefore extra care must be taken to ensure maximum
use of the data available, which in e fect means that the oceanographers' point
of view must be respected.
Retrieval of Records
Retrieval of records is the real knub of biological recording, an so far as molluscs
are concerned there are very few r sults for much effort. The sooner records can
be retriev d quickly an easily the bett r. At resent this is restricted to locality
lists via copies of Field Cards. Marine mollusc recor ing was designed on its
present basis to be computer linked, but for various reasons this has not yet
ha p ne , onc it does, so far as littoral recording is concerned most roblems
will be solved, and Scotland will be in the forefront of any new advance. One
looks forward to a start being made on a provisional atlas ithin th next few
years.

Molluscs cover a wi e range of environments which are no easily encom assed
within a single recording programme. The non-marine species lend thems lves
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to beihg spli off, but from high wa er mark down ards there is considerable
overla of range, much of which is not yet khowhJ Littoral recor ing fits in well
with other schemes, and forms an obvious focus for environmental studies. In the
next few years we will be looking out to sea more and more and offshore and eep
water recor s must not be the poor relations aut on a limb because they are awkwar
From the Conchologists' point of vi w they are extremely valuable, and because there
is so much offshore exploration aroun Scotland of more relevance to Scotland
than to some other places, and I put forward a special plea that they should have

a full place in biological recording.
Future Develo ments in Marine Mollusc Recor ing * 2 3
t It is ess ntial that all first time round Individual Record Cards are written u as soon as
ossible so that I can fill in the ga s and have everything ready to send to the
Biological Records Cen re when required.
Likewise 10km mas er cards for coastal squares should be completed and kept up to
da e. Dr Perring would like this to be ex edited.
2 An improvemen in communication between myself (the Marine Recorder), the
Area Representatives and other recorders is ne ded, particularly as regards
informing Area Representativ s about what is happening in other Areas.
It is suggested that Area Representatives shoul write up very full reports abou
every two years (not everybo y in the same year). These reports should include
details of special investigations, field meetings, escri tions of im ortant
si es showing why they are important, notes of any site at risk even if not from
the conchological as ect. Marine mollusc recording does not as yet have the same
security problems a , for instance, birds or botany, but rea Representa ives must
consider if any information contained in their reports (or indeed in any of their
records) should be safeguarded and the degree of security required indicated.
The reports should include a progress map. This is in addition to a brief annual n
note of new and u graded records etc, which I can ase in compiling he Annual

Report publish in J Conch.
rea Repres ntatives should repare full bibliographies to their reas (I can hel
here) and addend hem to their first report. Additional and new data should be
added as a pro riate to later re orts.
3 The Marine ecorder should roduce an annual newslett r which comprise:List of rea Re resenta ives
Biennial re or s from rea Representatives as available

Additional bibliography such as that er aining to descriptions
of s ecies new to Bri ain

Full details (subject to security safeguards) of all new and
upgraded records.
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This would be a fairly hefty document and should b circulat d separately from
the other Conchological Society publications to omit members not inter sted in
British marine mollusc recording. The mailing list would inclu e Area Re resentatives,
anybody who had ent in records recently interested bodies such as Biological
Records Centr , local offices of the Nature Conservancy Council, local Natural
History societies. Area Represehtafives would suggest people.
Thii report would slightly shorten the annual report in J Conch. Mr Negus,
editor of the Conchologists' Ne sletter, would be invite to choos items from

it for his ublication.
4 Obviously th Conchological Society could not fully finance this marine n wsletter,
which would have very valuable public relations assets both inside and outside the
Society. Ideas are welcome as regards a source of money

5 There as certain criticism at Biorec 75 that not all the right people had been
circularised. There ap eared to be glaring omissions. No doubt in som cases
the publicity had lande on the wrong desk but one oes have to fin a ay to
get at peo le who do not belong to any organised body or society and who may
be willing to contribute valuable information. One way this coul be done is by

greater publicity of Conchological Society field meetings, possibly through the
local ress/radio, and with additional minutes to local natural history societies.

(Is this already done in some laces?)
6 I have been cri icised, roperly, for not holding a field meeting in Scotland.
Coul I have an idea of numbers/names of those interested if a meeting were
arranged?
7 It is suggeste that fairly informal local Conchological Society meetings, arrange
locally, for those unabl to get to London, should be held, say once ay ar,
ossibly based on a field meeting. This more or less happens already in some
places. In Scotland and probably also in Ireland long distances have to be
covered causing financial problems more acute than elsewhere.
If there are comments that this sma s of an at em t to fragment the Conchological
Society, the cause can be laid fairly at the feet of those unwilling to travel to
m etings outsid London and who o not wish to be left out by meetings being
held elsewhere.
8 It would be helpful, if outside finance is available, for the Marine Recor er to
visit Area Representatives and others on their own ground occasionally. It has
already been discovered that brief meetings within the context of a
Conchological Society meeting are ina equate. More and undistract d ti e
should be allowed.
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RECORDING
IN SCOTLAND - WADER COUN IS
I
Tony Prater — British Trust for Ornithology
Introduction
Wader counts were started in Sctoland in 1969 as part of a national and international
rogramme to document one of the major animal communities of a limited and
threatened habitat. Estuaries are coming under increasing pressure from developments
of many sorts and it is clearly necessary to provide precise fact on the numbers and
distribution of birds, if there is o be an effective conservation argument against
damaging developments. The aim therefore is to document for conservation,
although as a major scientific bonus the counts provide details of migration patterns

which can be linked to the life cycle of each species. The survey is supported by
the Nature Conservancy Council, and forms part of the BTO/RSPB/WT, 'Birds of
Estuaries Enquiry*.

Methods
The numbers and species of bir s vary considerably with season and to provide a full
picture counts in each month are necessary. Waders are very mobile within an

estuary and their positi n will vary with the state of the tide. At low tide they are
spread out on feeding grounds and very difficult to count but at high tide they
concentrate on a few areas in each estuary and are relatively easy to locate, reach
and census. To prevent duplication or omission of bir s from counts on large
estuaries a co-ordinated count by a eam of observers is carried out during the high
water period of a spring tide on a specific date throughout the country. As it is
necessary o ma e co-ordinated mon hly counts, it is vital that the counts are
made by local observers. In many areas of the north and wes of Scotland finding
observers is a problem, particularly because the few active birdwatchers in such
areas are already heavily committed o many recording schemes (organised by the

BTO, SOC, SWT, and WT as well as by local associations).
Throughout much of eastern and southern Scotland however the position is much
better with large and active local organisa ions and many good observers, quite
a number of whom already know the estuaries and their bird life. Reasonably
competent observers usually become proficient after 8-10 visits.
For each of the large estuaries there is a local count organiser. We have found
that for long term regular surveys it is vital that there is someone who can
maintain frequent contact wi h all counters. He is also able to arrange for
standby counters to fill in should the regular observer not be available for a count.
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Individuals responsible for counting small estuaries correspond dir ctly with the
national organiser.
The principal need, once counting has started, is to maintain enthusiasm. Regular
feedback of information is necessary to achieve this. The Birds of Estuaries
Enquiry produces a 30-40 page annual report covering the whole of Britain and
this is given to all observers. Local mon hly or annual summaries are produced

for the members of the teams counting the Solway Firth, Inner Clyde, Firth of
Forth and the Moray Firth.
Results
Af er a pilot survey in 1969/ 0, when a limited number of si es were counted,
regular counts have been obtained for virtually all estuaries north to Golspie on
the east coast and to Holy Loch on the west coast. The cover is not complete in
every month, with a few exceptions, but as the counts extend over five years
a full picture has been built up of the wader populations. Generally there are
good total estimates for the period October to March in each year.
The emphasis is placed on counts at estuaries, where the concentrations of wa ers
occur, but in order to assess the relative impor ance of es uaries a number of counts
are made of rocky coasts (in Fife, Angus, Kincardine) as well as coastal bays and
beaches (in Caithness, Sutherland). Counts on rocky shores and bays can be made
on any day providing the state of the tide is correct. On major estuaries, however,
the counting period is often confined to the ten days of each month when the spring

tides are at their highest.
Under-recorded areas are the north and north-western coasts of mainland Scotland
and all bf the islands. Few observers live in these areas and to avoid overburdering
them is an i portant consideration. E peditions o these areas would hel to fill
many gaps in our knowledge, particularly involving the Hebrides. Some species,

particularly Lapwing and Golden Plover, occur inland and are only partly
sampled. Other species such as Curlew, Redshank and Oys ercatcher make us of
coastal fields and are not always adequately censused by coastal counts.
Future

From and including win er 1975/ 6 he monthly counts will be re laced by three
winter counts (in December, January and February). These will enable us to
monitor he winter population of waders as par of the Int rnational Wa erfowl
Research Bureau's rogramme and to check on changes in distribu ion of birds

In relation to possible loss of estuarine ..abitat due to planned massive develo ments.
It is hoped that during the next two years some of the gaps in our cover will also

be filled. During this period the results obtained since 1969 will be analysed
and a full documentation of Scottish estuarine habitat obtained.
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RECORDING IN S OTLAND - GEOLOGY
Dr Maihew Armil'i'ong Institute of Geological Sciences, Edinburgh
Geological records include varied and complex ata relating to distribution of
geological formations and roc -types, stratigra hy structural geology,
alaeontology, petrology, geo hysics and geochemistry. In Britain sys ematic

recording of geological data may be said to have commenced in 1835 wi h the
establishment of the Geological Survey hich in recent years has become a
component of the Institute of Geological Scienc s, a body with a wider area of

responsibility, including in particular the British continental shelf. A most
important function of the Institute of Geological Sciences is the production of
u to date geological maps and ideally these would summarise all information
on record.

In Scotland outcrop information has been recorded since 1854 on field maps a the
scale of six inches to one mile. Coverage of the country is virtually complete
whereas in England and Wales considerable areas still lack six-inch geological
maps. A vast quantity of geological informa ion provided by commercial and other

boreholes, particularly in the coalfields, is held by the Institute of Geological
Sciences at Edinburgh. A high proportion of the available boreholes and also of
temporary sections exposed during building operations, road construction and

pi elaying are examined by staff of the Institut of Geological Sci nces and
records are related to the ap ropriate sheet of the six-inch Ordnance Survey map.
A large number of ossils and rock and mineral specimens accurately loca ed
with regard to the stratigraphy in exposures or boreholes has been assembled over
many years and provides an essential reference collection for specialised
palaeontological and petrological studies.
Full coverage of boreholes and temporary sec ions is not practicable and the
Institute of Geological Sciences would welcome any information concerning
such occurrences, preferabl with measured s ctions and specimens. Valuable
geological information collected by individual workers has a tendency to be lost
and it is suggested that the records of the Institute of Geological Sciences would
be a suitable repository for such material.

THE NEED FOR RECORDING IN SCOTLAND - THE PLANNER'S NEED
David Daymond Clackmannanshire County Council
Althoug planning departments are made up of professional land-use lanners it

is rare to have wildlife qualified eople on the staff. Therefore the wor of
the amateur doing biological recording can be very important. In ractice
planners frequently do approach the local naturalists for information to

su plement the details they already hold on SSSI's, LNRs and Listed Wildlife
Sites. It is therefore very important to help the planners understand the

significance of a site with wildlife interest. For this they need a) a clear map
of the site with boundaries; b) the main reasons why there is a wildlife interest
(especially where there is a possibility of conflict); c) a comparison with other
better known areas. (Plan ers occasionally do their own field investigations

along these lines, eg the Clackmannanshire Woodland Survey); d) how and why
the interest of the site came to light.
In every case prior notification is most important to the planner and the Scottish

Wildlife Trust's scheme of Listed Wildlife Sites is an ideal system although any
list like this can only be provisional. The naturalist's role of watch dog is one
which is also very useful by ensuring that the planners are kept in touch with
actual progress in the field.
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THE NEED FOR RECORDING IN SCOTLAND - THE NATURALISTS NEED
Elizabeth Farquharson Edinburg Na ural History Society
Dr Watling, Ladies and Gentleman, I am attempting to speak on behalf of the
amateur aturalists, many of whom belong to Natural History Societies, while
others belong to none. I had been given the impression that quite a number of
amateurs would be present this week nd but, looking around, we seem to be
pretty thin on he ground.
In sheer numbers we amateurs outweigh the rest of you, with nearly 7000 members

of the Scottish Wildlife Trust, and 2500 of the Scottish Ornithologists Club, and
if ou add to that the many Natural History Societies one realises that here is a
very large potential workforce, both using records, and one would like to see,
supplying records. Geographically we cover every corner of the country, and

in range of disciplines we don't do too badly. It is only in depth of knowledge
that we cannot compete with the rofessional, nor do we wish to.
Our interests are mainly in the field, and as a group we must spend a prodigious

amount of ime in the countryside, observing, mentally gathering informa ion but
not often recording, yet by our nu ers and geographical distributio e are well
placed for producing up to date information either on species or on areas of country.
So, while we are great users of records we should also be great suppliers, but in
actual fac we are not, except ornithologically as Mr Prater has shown, and

possibly botanical ly. I wonder why this is so? One reason could be that
Amateur Societies suffer a severe handica in that, in many parts of the country,
the group is too small to be able o finance a publication, so that r cords tend

to re ain in the minds of th living only to die along with the naturalis . There
are of course, more glossy journals, but information we gather is not normally
suitable for publication in these. Besides, it is so very easy, on one hand to
be combing through old records for information on one's particular interest, while
at the same time feeling that no-one could possibly be interested either now or in
the future with one's own information.

I am not sure that the fault lies entirely with us. In the Edinburgh area we are
particularly fortunate with many ex erts in our Societi s, as well as most

friendly relations with the Museum, and the Botanic Gardens, but this state of
af airs is not universal, and man naturalists are working on their own, far from
cities with little encouragement or help. Amongst our numbers we have many
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who left school early, whose field knowledge is first class yet who will evade
putting anything on aper for fear of incorrectly spellt Latin or the inability to
give a six-figure map reference. In other words, when there are professionals
around, we amateurs tread warily, hence so few of us here this wee end.
Another problem is that t e non-s ecialist is not prepared to jeopardise the

enjoyment of Ms hobby which is his relaxation after work, by anything hat
savours of compulsion or form-filling. He has enough of that during his working
hours. This may be why one gets so little response from appeals for help with
surveys, other than ornithological. One only has to mention such work to an
a ateur society to find oneself passed on at speed to another group.
Like everything else, records are influenced by demand. We would probably
keep more if e were asked for them more frequently, but planners and developers
usually go to the professionals, looking upon us as a collection of 'fuddy duddies'
wandering round the countryside, more interested in a nice spot for a picnic than

in doing anything worthwhile. This image is slowly dying but we still meet it,
though we seldom deserve it. Of course it is probably true that our work is too

superficial to be used by other bodies. Mr Currie referred to the high degree of
professionalism that is required. So, how does the amateur cope, or, as I would
prefer to put it, how do you cope with the amateur? Well, Mr Currie mentioned
how amateurs could augment the work of professionals, and both Mr Bateman
and Mr Ritchie have shown how we can be used and trained to better standards.
There seem to be varying views on how records should be kept. An individual,
or an amateur society must keep its own records by whatever methods it finds
best, depending as it does on volunteers. To impose a form of record keeping
which may not be understood, which cannot be afforded, or which absorbs too
much voluntary time is doomed to failur , so a wide variation in how records
are kept should be accepted otherwise much good wor may be lost.
Wherever else records are kept is not for me to express an opinion, but there
will always be & need for records held locally, for the average amateur will
not approach a professional and unknown organisation for fear of being rebuffed
A local sup ly of records has so much to commend it, being usually the most
up to date, and requests for information can be handled speedily. We have,
for instance, on several occasions su li d useful information to Edinburgh
Corporation within a week. The local k

ing of records can also often
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overcome the problem of confidentiality, which can dog other things besides
rarities.
To finish, ma I sum up what to me the Naturalists need most a gr ater
acceptance of the Amateur for what he is worth, by the Professional, so that
greater use can be made of what the Amateur has to offer, in the ho e that we

may contribute more usefully in the future, particularly in the realm of
recording.
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THE NEED FOR RECORDING IN SCOTLAND - THE CONSERVATIONISTS' NEED
Frank Hamill on Royal Society for he Protection of Birds
It is inevitable in a Conference of this type that being 'tail-end Charlie' results
in everything you wanted to say having already been said. Certainly, Andrew
Currie and Alastair Somerville made a wide range of points which I would agree
with.
However, I would like to emphasise some of these points and perhaps introduce
one or two controversial aspects. As Mr Currie has said, the ressure on the
countryside in the last two years has increased enormously as a result of the
introduction of oil-related develo ments. The roblem is usually the sim le
one of time. Because of the speed of developments that are required one does
not have the time to gather information, employ someone for a season, and then
be able to assess the value of the information which he has gathered. One is
faced with 21 days in which to prepare the case and no amount of pleading or
what-hav -you can get round this problem.

This speed when linked to the lack of information is the problem which is facing
conservationists today.
The third problem is that the threats come to s ecific areas, such as Dunnet Bay
or Scapa Flow, and that one often realises how little one knows about a place
when you have to write down on a iece of paper why ou don't want a particular
development to go ahead. When one is involved in this situation, one often has
to draw conclusions from comparatively little information and of course there is
something which scientists never like doing. It is because of these threats to

specific areas and the speed with which they are going to happen that the problems
arise and that we begin to need up to date biological recording.
When a threat appears, three things have to happen quickly. First, there is the
survey of the literature and in mos cases, at least from the point of view of
birds, this is usually sparse unless the area is very well known. S cond, and
this usually occurs at the same time as the first, is to contact local people such

as the Natural History Society, the SWT or the RSPB on the question of birds.
The third, and this depends on the scale of the development envisaged and the
potential threat to a particular area then one can have a crash programme for

several months. I am thinking specifically here of Scapa Flow in Orkney and
the Firth of Forth. The problem is that these crash programmes oft n do not give
the whole icture and they are generally carried out by professionals.
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levels co-operation wi h the NCC is important.
The aim of any survey or collection of information about a particular area
which is threatened is to assess the value of tha site or area in relation to the
rest of the region, the Uni ed Kingdom or throughout Europe, and the reasons
for this assessment. For instance, to say that there are 500 birds of a certain
species in an area will mean littl to a planner, but if you relate this as being
a percentage of the national or international population then it do s. As
Mr Daymond says, i is this importance which is attached to the area that gives
strength to the conservationist's elbow.
But then - what is importance? We can look at this in three ways. The habitat
the species and, for the want of a better term, the rest. Looking first at the
habitat one has to assess how common this is and while many conservationists

'know' this is often difficult to quantify scientifically. Such habitats can be
grouped loosely together as estuary, woods, moorland etc and can be broken
do n further if it is felt an advantage. Individual surveys have to be assessed
on a habitat rather than on that particular area and if such a survey can be
carried out for the whole of the UK for one particular habitat this becomes
extremely valuable. An example of this has already been mentioned by
Tony Prater's reference to the Estuary Survey which was organised by the British

Trust for Ornithology and the RSPB and this enabled people to assess the value
of each estuary in relation to the other. However, to do this requires «?-

(i) a high degree of organisation by professional people, (ii) has plenty of
manpower and (iii) that there is good co-ordination. Such surveys cannot be
thought of in terms of one or wo years, but generally in terms of five years.

The BTO is now linking this directly with the Habitat Register which in years
to come will be very valuable.
As has been entioned by other people, again especially by Tony Prater, the

feedback to people joining in is very important if the manpower is to be
e couraged and increased. If one can identify key species, and these are not
necessarily rare ones, this can speed u the assessment of a habitat. My own
view is that in the grading of sites within a faunal area it is important not to
talk about grades 1, 2, 3 etc but rather on local, regional, national or
international importance.
The second aspect is the one of species and here one often means rarity.
Dr Perring has already covered the definition of 'rare' and how it can be
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linked to 6 particular habitat, be a the edge of its range, be a concentration of
6he area in a sizeable world population or even be an endangered species.
Whether one li es it or not, rarity can be emotional and will often achieve, in
ldrining ter s, a great deal than with a commoner species. However, as again
has been mentioned rarity often means secrecy but it is possible, as has been
achieved with birds, to both publicise and keep secret. To give an example of

this we have a thing called the Rare Breeding Birds Panel which publishes a report
bu does no pin oin particular areas. Ibis does enable us to find out how rare
is rare in birds and also ensure tha information doesn't go to the grave when
i

people die. The classic example of the BSBI and the Atlas distribution maps goes
under species and the proposed BTO one on birds, which will soon be published,
adds to this. However, in these cases i is usually long-term prospects for the
use of these rather than the direct ool for today's conservationists.
The third category which I have put under 'other' are such things as Beached Bird
Survey in which people are asked to cover a stretch of beach during th winter
over one weekend. This has been running for several years now and is now going
international. This helps us to assess chronic pollution on a wide front and is now
being decentralised from the RSPB headquarters for more efficient organisation.
Again, feedback is important and we also must avoid asking observers to do too
much. It has been suggested that people counting the shore could look out for
beached ce aceans, but if one do s this the reaction is that people may give up
counting everything. I think it is also important to collect data nationally on
such things as disturbance to either plants and especially birds and e are doing

this with the Highland Officer of the RSPB on divers and grebes. Breeding success
to other species such as terns is also being carried out with the larger colonies

being covered by the RSPB and the small ones by the SWT.
Before going on to organisations, I think it is worth emphasising the need for
recording on nature reserves. These pinpoints on a map are places which are
and
protected;/shoul be run as professionally as possible and all scientific data on
them should be clearly documented so that changes can be assessed. On many
reserves in Scotland the event record cards, which have already been covered by
Dr Perring, are very valuable long-term, while annual reports should be as
detailed as possible.
Lastly, in the need for good conserva ion it is important that there is
co-operation between organisations. I think this is the desire of everyone,

but in practice it is often difficult. Alastair Somerville has covered the
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of like int rests, for example birds, is on the whole very good, ie research as we
have already mentioned between the BTO and the RSPB over the estuary survey,

the beached bird survey is organised jointly between the RSPB and th Seabird
Group* art over he habitat survey I think everybody is trying to co-operate with
h BTOi Co-operation between bodies of dissimilar interests at national level is,

I think, fare. Locally it happens, especially with Na ural History Societies,
though I believe that when one has joint field parties, as has been suggested,
birdwatching an botanising does not mix easily. In the slides which were shown
by the previous s eaker it showed you somebody doing just that. I wonder what
the situation would have been li e half an hour later when I suspect that the

birdwatcher ould have been half a mile away and the person looking at plants
or insects would still have been crouched near the ground studying. I find myself
that when I go out I have to make u my mind to either loo at plants or look at
birds, because if you try to do both neither works well.
A few last points. I think communications with the Nature Conservancy Council

are vital and that everybody should do their best to link in with them as fully as
possible. Communications with planners are also very important and I think this
has been shown clearly the way the SWT and the planners have got together over

listed wildlife sites. The RSPB,and other bodies to a smaller e tent, also do this
with lists of places of particular interest and 1 now for a fact that planners are
always anxious to obtain information. Over the collection of data, to some
extent birds already have a centre at 21 Regen Terrace which is the Centre for

Ornithology in Scotland and is the home of the Scottish Ornithologists' Club.
This could be e panded and could be lin ed with other col lections of data for
other disciplines if it is decided to have these on either a national or regional
level.
Several spea ers of the more specialised branches of natural history have mentioned
the lack of man ower but I wonder if, by having a more popular a roach, they
may get a bigger following. I suspect there may be some deep-rogted objection
to this and of course many disciplines require a good deal more mental effort than
birds, but I believe that there is scope her that would give ore manpo er in
the future.

- 64 Lastly, ma I end up with a plea that amateurs do the work because they enjoy it
Give them work o do which they do not enjoy then either the quality of the work
will suffer or you will get nothing. It is for this reason that I believe feedback
to people is vi al and hat hey can see t e results of their wor . This enjoyment

factor is one which has been exploited by the 'bird people' and is one of the
reasons why th movement as a whole has e panded rapidly in the last two years
and become a jus force in nature conservation.
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BIOLOGICAL RECORDING - THE WAY AHEAD
Dr Fran lyn Perring Monks Wood Experimental S a ion
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
Priorities
The need to e tend and improve biological recording in Scotland has beeri clearly
established by this Conference. We are all aware that, when the development of
North Sea Oil came on the east and north coasts we were almost totally
unprepared to produce the biological information which was essential as a basis
for sound advice to planners. If oil is also discovered off the west coast we must
surely not find ourselves similarly so ill-pre ared. Yet, at the resent time,
except for birds and flowering plants for which the coverage is widespread and
even, there is still a great deal of work to be done to prepare adequate Atlases
as the 10km square level for such obvious and important groups as mammals,
amphibians, reptiles, butterflies and moths, and marine molluscs.
However much em hasis is placed on the im ortance of site recording, the complete
assessment of sites cannot be made without reference to their value in terms of
species rarity or s ecies limits information which Atlases give in compact and
easily consulted for .

So the first priority for Biological Recor ing in Scotland must be to find ways of
improving coverage of the groups which are due to be co pleted before 1980.
It is no coincidence that the two groups which are well covered, the birds and
flowering plants, have strong regional or County organisations: the ornithologists

through the BTO and RSPB, the botanists through the CSSF. There is perhaps
a case for setting u another CSSF - a Committee for the Study of the Scottish
Fauna.

The second priority must be o co-ordinate the ma ing projects with the needs of
NCC, SWT and the lanning authorities so that, wherever possible, those
engaged on species survey make se arate lists for 'good1 sites. Likewise site

records from surveys initiated by the NCC and SWT should become part of
the species survey data bank. Data abou sites and species ust be stored
together in such a way that comparisons can be made between alternative
sites.
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Despite justifiable cries that t ere are not enough recorders in Scotla d a major
part of the problem s ems to be a lack of organisation, so that the many nthusiastic
fiel naturalists there are in Scotland have not always been aware of the best
contribution they could ma e to the na ional needs. The same situation existed
in Ireland until a few years ago. But in an area of similar size and po ulation to
Scotland we have seen immense advances since the setting up of an Irish Biological
Records Centre in Dublin and th development of the Ulster Museum as a centre for
the Province. The collaboration of these two centres has resulted in a recent

publication of an 'Atlas of Irish Mammals' and other Atalses will shortly follow.
This is in the tradition already ioneered in Wales by the National Museum which
publishes among others 'Welsh Trees} 'Welsh Ferns' and 'Welsh Flowering Plants .
The absence of similar works in Scotland reduces the incentive of naturalists here
to record: and in any case where should the records be sent? Can we look to the
leading museums in this country to take some initiative? As a biologist I note

with pride that the Directors of both the Glasgow Museum aid the Royal Scottish
Museum are biologists.

Initiative in Scotlan * 1 2
In fact as we have already seen one museum in Scotland has taken the initiative

Dundee Museum under the guidance of Adam Ritchie and his paper odestly
describes the immense impact this has ha on biological recording in Angus,
simply by co-ordinating and directing the potential for recording hich already
existed. Whilst his activities are, as yet, unique in Scotland, they are but one
example of a situation which is now wi espread in the rest of Britain where
biological records centres exist in museums or similar organisations in over 30
counties. In each a member of the natural history staff assumes the role of a
Records Centre organiser and gives all or part of his ime to running a cen re,
with two main objectives in view:
1 To assemble, or know the source of, all species and site
information for the county

2 To co-ordinate the fieldwork of local naturalists in the
county and by collaborating with NCC, the County Trusts,
National Biological Societies an BRC ensure that the
fieldwork is as far as possible relevan to local and
national needs.

-67 Such centres can a tract voluntary helper for both these objectives by offering a

service, in the same way that nationally BRC has been able to attract the help
of national biological societies. Adam Ritchie has outlined some of the services
a museum can offer:
a) Archival facilities for safe storage of recor s and specimens
b) Space for naturalists to ork on these.
c) Literature necessary for research.

d) Outlet for ublications (Local museums often publish the
wor of local naturalists).
e) Recording materials for the area, such as cards printed with
base maps, card index cards etc.
f) Loan of trapping equipment such as moth traps, Longworth
small mammal traps, etc.

But the services provided directly by the museum need only be the beginning of the
influence of the Records Centre organiser. The lack of opportunities to learn to
identify plants an animals has been a common theme of this conference.
The organiser, nowing the nee s of his count , can use his influence within the

Local Education Authority and the Extra Mural Department of the University to
arrange suitable courses. In Shropshire Birmingham University Extra-Mural

Department have adopted theFlora of Shropshire project and are providing recor ing
materials in addition to lectures.

The Future
The present financial situation and the attitude of museums to biology in Scotland
is not encouraging. However we must plan for a brighter future. Scotland will

become richer and by the time it does we should already have ade the case for
a Records Centre organiser so strong that he is at the top of the list of a pointments
needed in every county. With new authority areas coming into being in 1975
this is a time of change the ary time to ress a case and win it.

In England the reorganisation of Local Authorities has produced a new breed of
Museum being a Director of County Museum Services at least 17 now xist

and hey have overall responsibility for the museums in their area. With bigger
units there is greater flexibility with staff appointments and so far, the idea of
a Records Centre organiser has been enthusiastically received and a joint
paper from the Museum Directors and BRC is to be prepared for the Association
of County Counci Is.

- 68 In the long term I am sure the appointment of County Record Officers is the
surest way of improving the quantity and quality of biological recording in
Scotland, and it should be appreciated that his a pointment need not be ham ered
by the lack of a museum in the county. In many parts of the north and west there
will be none

and precious few records of which to make a centre. Here the

greatest need is to co-ordinate the forces which do exist here in the very area

where new finds of offshore oil could bring the demand for data any day.
In the short term, however, there are several things which could be done:
1 In view of the success of this conference and the previous

feeling of isolation e pressed by many speakers, BRC will
consult w National Biological Societies to see whether a
meeting for Scottish representatives should take place in
Scotland from time to time, eg biennially.
2 Because of the apparent lack of co-ordination amongst field
zoologists thought to be given to forming a Committee for
the Study of the Scottish Fauna to romote work on
national mapping schemes and the reparation of vice-county
check-lists, which are essential guides to recorders on which

records should be supported by vouchers and published in the
appropriate journal.
3 Because of the enthusiasm of this conference an ad hoc group might

be appointed to investigate all ways in which biological
recording in Scotla d can be im roved. Such a group could
include representatives of the major museums and similar
institutions with biology de artments, in association with
the main users the NCC and SWT with powers to coopt.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Sahurday Session I
Introduction and Achieveme ts to Date chaired by Dr Morton Boyd
The main theme of r Currie*s paper was the value of possessi g funda ental

biological facts in the form of records of animal and plant s ecies, for the
ecological assessment of sites for conservation

With the limited naturalist expertise and lack of money preventing compreh nsi e
species recording coverage, it was thou ht tha selected s ecies groups should be
chosen for monitoring schemes and that strategic research was required or efinite
parameters of investigation.
Dr Sommerville gave a comprehensive review of the types of recording schemes

in operation and the organisations involved with recording both at a local an
at a national level.

One of the main points of discussion was the roblem of obtaining recor s fro
recorders, particularly from the professionals. In the case of researchers, ue
to the pressures of time, they were not able to submit records on a regular basis.

It was pointed out that the efficiency of the schemes would be bet ered if there
was more feed-bac of survey progress to the recorders.

Dr Boyd summarised by emphasising the following points:
1 that there is a clear requirement for selective recording

2 that the needs of the planners and the conservationists should be
carefully analysed
3 that the currently diverse and unco-ordinated network of data banks should
be improved to co e with the increasing amount of biological information
4 tha there is a gr at need to co-ordinate the local schemes with the
national ones

Saturday Session II
The Technical Side of Biological Recording chaired by John Heath
In this session, accounts were given of the organisation of biological r cordin

and the running of record centres, a) a the national level for the UK by
Dr Perring, b) at he regional level for Wales by Mr Bateman and c) at the
local lev l for Dundee and Angus by Mr Ritchie.
At the national level, the problems of com uter storage of data, of objectivity
over rarity and of confidentiality of records, were discussed.

- 70Since the Welsh organisa ion began its recording activities in 1971, there has
been a great improvement in the submission of Lepidoptera records.
At the local level, concern was ex ressed at the danger of local centres becoming
repositories for 'second-class' records without contact with ap ropriate e perts.
One of the important tasks of the local record centres could be their attention
to the recording of commoner species liable to be missed at the expense of

high level records.

Saturday — Session III
Recording in Scotland chaired by Dr Frank Perring
A series of talks were given, presenting the current situation on recording in

Scotland in the following schemes — mammals by Dr Corbet; plants by
Mr Ballantyne; insects by Mr Heath; i arine molluscs by Dr Smith; waders by
Mr Prater; geology by Dr Armstrong.
It was clear that survey coverage was far from being comprehensive, partly due
to the lack of recorders and partly due to the large areas of not easily accessible
terrain.

Saturday — Conversazione
Opportunity was provided on an informal basis f r * organisers of recording
schemes . to explain more about them through displays and li erature,

Sunday — Session I

The Need for Recording in Sco land — chaired by Dr Roy Watling
This session was devoted to the consumers' requirements for records.
Mr Daymond, spoke on the needs of the Planner, Mrs Farquharson on the needs
of the Naturalist, and Mr Hamilton on the needs of the Conservationist.
Much of the discussion cen re-' around the planner/develo er, the sor of

rela ionshi which should be buil up between him and the conservationist, and in
hat form this information should be supplied to him.
It was agreed that since the amateur contribution to the wealth of biological
information was so important, everything ossible should be done to break
down any barriers which prevent the flow of information from them to the
record cen res.
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Sunday Session li
The Way Ahead - chaired by Dr Roy Walling
Dr Perring, in the final paper, stressed the need to extend and improve biological
recording in Scotland, articularly in th coverage of species recording.

A grea deal is still to be done with regard to the organisation of recorders in
Scotland and the way was ointed to the possibility of the leading Scottish
museums co-ordinating the fieldwork of local naturalis s in he region and

collabora ing with the NCC, the SWT, the Na ional Biological Societies
and BRC so that fieldwork is, as far as possi le, relevant to local and national
needs. For he future, he strongly advise pressing the case for the formation
of a ne work of unified regional recor centres for Scotland.

Al hough doubt was ex ressed about the feasibility of record cen res in he new
Island Authorities, it was generally agreed that the concept of regional record
centres should be pursued.

Dr Goode an Mr Stubbs, on behalf of the NCC, expressed approval, in princi le,
of the formation of regional record centres rovided hey ere com atible with
the NCC systems. They put forward, to he conference, four resolutions:-

1 hat a list of active fieldwor ers in Scotland should be produced
2 that amateurs should be encouraged to become recorders by rovision of
training field courses and other specialist courses
3 that ublication of results should be promo ed o rovide feed-back o
the recorders

4 that an investigation should be started o examine the practicabilities of
se ting u a record centre(s) in Scotlan

They also suggested that a working party should be set up to look into those points
and that this group could be the organisers of this Conference and could co-opt
people to assist them.
Dr Watling placed these resolutions before the delegates for voting and they were
carried unanimously.
It was agreed that proceedings of he Conference, toge her with a delega e list
should be produced and circula ed to each delegate.
Dr Perring said that, in view of the success of this Conference, he would consult

wi h the National Biological Societies to see whether a meeting for Scottish
representatives should take lace in Sco land, erha s biennially.

- 72 Dr Watling ended the Conference by hanking the Biorec 75 organisers and the
Dundee Universit Biological Scivncos Department,
An optional excursion to Tentsmuir Point. National Nature Reserve in Fife was

led by Dr Hugh Ingram of Dundee University assisted by Mr John Young, CC
Warden.

Biological Recor ing in Scotland Committee (BRISC)
As recommended at the Biorec 75 Conference, a wor ing group has since been

formed called the Biological Recording in Scotland Committee (BRISC) whose
remit is:-

1 to produce a list of active recorders in Scotland
2 to encourage amat urs to become recorders by roviding advice to them
and promoting field courses and other s ecialist training courses
3 to publicise survey results to provide feed-back to recorders

4 to investigate the practicabilities of setting u a record centre(s) in Scotland
The composition of B ISC, which has powers to co-o t, at present consists of:Mr Ian Bonner Nature Conservancy Counci I
A representative Glasgow Museum

Mr David Heppell Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh
Mr Ted Pelham-Clinton Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh
Mr

dam Ritchie Dun ee Museum

Dr Alastair Sommerville Scottish Wildlife Trust
The Committee has met on two occasions since Biorec 75 and the following points
of action have emerged:-

1 an index of field recorders is being prepared and will be publishe sometime
in the future
2 encouragement is being given to survey scheme organisers to regularly
ublish results as a feed-back to recorders

3 the Biorec guide to recording booklet is to be published and follo ed by
updated bulletins
4 two specialist courses on the techniques of field recording and s ecies

identification have been roposed in collaboration with the Scottish Field
Studies Association (Kindrogan Field Centre) and the University of Dundee
De artment of Extra Mural Education, an other courses are being investigated
5 a circular, to be sent to Natural History Societies and SWT Branches, is being
re ared, asking which specialist groups, what degree of interest and what
type of training would be of interest to their members.

- 73 BRISC wishes to emphasise i s important role as an advisory body to hel and
encourage amateur naturalists to pursue biological recording. The Committee
will willingly answer enquiries about any as ect of biological recording.
Also, any hel ful suggestions related to the work of the Committee would be
welcomed for consideration at meetings.
Co ies of the minutes of the BRISC meetings will be sent to anyone interested.
Please send a 50 Postal Order to cov r postage on a year's meetings.

BRISC Address: Biological Recording in Scotland Committee
c/o 8 Dublin Street
Edinburgh

EH I 3PP
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